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RENORMALIZATION AND RESOLUTION OF SINGULARITIES

C. BERGBAUER, R. BRUNETTI AND D. KREIMER

ABSTRACT. Since the seminal work of Epstein and Glaser it is well
established that perturbative renormalization of ultraviolet divergences
in position space amounts to extension of distributions onto diagonals.
For a general Feynman graph the relevant diagonals form a nontrivial ar-
rangement of linear subspaces. One may therefore ask if renormalization
becomes simpler if one resolves this arrangement to a normalcrossing
divisor. In this paper we study the extension problem of distributions
onto the wonderful models of de Concini and Procesi, which generalize
the Fulton-MacPherson compactification of configuration spaces. We
show that a canonical extension onto the smooth model coincides with
the usual Epstein-Glaser renormalization. To this end we use an analytic
regularization for position space. The ’t Hooft identitiesrelating the pole
coefficients may be recovered from the stratification, and Zimmermann’s
forest formula is encoded in the geometry of the compactification. Con-
sequently one subtraction along each irreducible component of the divi-
sor suffices to get a finite result using local counterterms. As a corollary,
we identify the Hopf algebra of at most logarithmic Feynman graphs in
position space, and discuss the case of higher degree of divergence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The subject of perturbative renormalization in four-dimensional interact-
ing quantum field theories looks back to a successful history. Thanks to
the achievements of Bogoliubov, Hepp, Zimmermann, Epstein, Glaser, ’t
Hooft, Veltman, Polchinski, Wilson – to mention just some ofthe most
prominent contributors –, the concept seems in principle well-understood;
and the predictions made using the renormalized perturbative expansion
match the physics observed in the accelerators with tremendous accuracy.
However, several decades later, our understanding of realistic interacting
quantum field theories is still everything but satisfying. Not only is it ex-
tremely difficult to perform computations beyond the very lowest orders,
but also the transition to a non-perturbative framework andthe incorpora-
tion of gravity pose enormous conceptual challenges.

Over the past fifteen years, progress has been made, among others, in the
following three directions. In the algebraic approach to quantum field the-
ory, perturbation theory was generalized to generic (curved) space-times by
one of the authors and Fredenhagen [17], see also [29]. On theother hand,
Connes and one of the authors introduced infinite-dimensional Hopf- and
Lie algebras [19, 34] providing a deeper conceptual understanding of the
combinatorial and algebraic aspects of renormalization, also beyond per-
turbation theory. More recently, a conjecture concerning the appearance
of a very special class of periods [3, 15, 16] in all Feynman integrals com-
puted so far, has initiated a new area of research [10–12] which studies the
perturbative expansion from a motivic point of view. The main purpose
of this paper is to contribute to the three approaches mentioned, by giving
a description of perturbative renormalization of short-distance divergences
using a resolution of singularities. For future applications to curved space-
times it is most appropriate to do this in the position space framework of
Epstein and Glaser [17,23]. However the combinatorial features of the res-
olution allow for a convenient transition to the momentum space picture of
the Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebras, and to the residues of [11, 12] in the
parametric representation. Both notions are not immediately obvious in the
original Epstein-Glaser literature.

Let us present some of the basic ideas in a nutshell. Consider, in euclidean
space-timeM = R4, the following Feynman graph

Γ = .
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The Feynman rules, in position space, associate toΓ a distribution

uΓ(x1, x2) = u2
0(x1 − x2).

whereu0(x) is the Feynman propagator, in the massless caseu0(x) = 1/x2,
thex are 4-vectors with coordinatesx0, . . . , x3, andx2 the euclidean square
x2 = (x0)2 + . . .+(x3)2. Note that sinceuΓ depends only on the difference
vectorx1−x2,we may equally well consideruΓ(x) = uΓ(x, 0). Because of
the singular nature ofu0 at x = 0, the distributionuΓ is only well-defined
outside of the diagonalD12 = {x1 = x2} ⊂ M2. In order to extenduΓ

from being a distribution onM2 − D12 onto all ofM2, one can introduce
an analytic regularization, say

us
Γ(x) = u2s

0 (x).

Viewing this as a Laurent series ins, we find, in this simple case,

us
Γ(x) =

1

x4s
=
cδ0(x)

s− 1
+Rs(x)

with c ∈ R, δ0 the Dirac measure at0, ands 7→ Rs a distribution-valued
function holomorphic in a complex neighborhood ofs = 1, the important
point being that the distributionRs is definedeverywhereonM2. The usual
way of renormalizinguΓ is to subtract from it a distribution which is equally
singular atx = 0 and cancels the pole, for example

uΓ,R = (us
Γ − us

Γ[w0]δ0)|s=1 .

Herew0 is any test function which satisfiesw0(0) = 1 for then δ0

s−1
[w0] =

1
s−1

. Consequently

uΓ,R = R1 − R1[w0]δ0

which is well-defined also at0. The distributionuΓ,R is considered the solu-
tion to the renormalization problem forΓ, and different choices ofw0 give
rise to the renormalization group. Once the graphΓ is renormalized, there
is a canonical way to renormalize the graph

Γ′ =

which is simply a disjoint union of two copies ofΓ. Indeed,

uΓ′(x1, x2, x3, x4) = u2
0(x1−x2)u

2
0(x3−x4) = (uΓ⊗uΓ)(x1−x2, x3−x4).

In other words,uΓ′ is a cartesian product, and one simply renormalizes each
factor of it separately:(uΓ′,R)(x1, . . . , x4) = u⊗2

Γ,R(x1 − x2, x3 − x4). This
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works not only for disconnected graphs but for instance alsofor

Γ′′ =

which is connected but (one-vertex-) reducible, to be defined later. Indeed,

uΓ′′(x1, x2, x3, x4) = u2
0(x1 − x2)u

2
0(x2 − x4)u

2
0(x3 − x4)

= u⊗3
Γ (x1 − x2, x2 − x4, x3 − x4)

Again, one simply renormalizes every factor ofuΓ′′ on its respective diago-
nal. This is possible because the diagonalsD12, D24 andD34 are pairwise
perpendicular inM4. Consider now a graph which is not of this kind:

Γ′′′ =

uΓ′′′(x1, . . . , x4) = u0(x1−x2)u0(x1−x3)u0(x2−x3)u0(x2−x4)u
2
0(x3−x4).

By the usual power counting we see thatuΓ′′′ has non-integrable singular-
ities atD34 = {x3 = x4}, at D234 = {x2 = x3 = x4} and atD1234 =
{x1 = x2 = x3 = x4}. These three linear subspaces ofM4 are nested
(D1234 ⊂ D234 ⊂ D34) instead of pairwise perpendicular. In the geometry
of M4 it does not seem possible to perform the three necessary subtrac-
tions separately and independently one of another. For if a test function has
support on some of sayD1234, its support intersects alsoD234 \ D1234 and
D34 \D234. This is one of the reasons why much literature on renormaliza-
tion is based on recursive or step-by-step methods. If one instead transforms
M4 to another smooth manifoldβ : Y → M4 such that the preimages under
β of the three linear spacesD34, D234, D1234 look locally like an intersec-
tion of three cartesian coordinate hyperplanesy1y2y3 = 0, one can again
perform the three renormalizations separately, and project the result back
down toM4. For this procedure there is no recursive recipe needed – the
geometry ofY encodes all the combinatorial information. The result is
the same as from the Epstein-Glaser, BPHZ or Hopf algebra methods, and
much of our approach just a careful geometric rediscovery ofexisting ideas.

In section 2 the two subspace arrangements associated to a Feynman graph
are defined, describing the locus of singularities, and the locus of non-
integrable singularities, respectively. In section 3 an analytic regularization
for the propagator is introduced. Some necessary technicalprerequisites for
dealing with distributions and birational transformations are made, and the
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important notion of residue density for a primitive graph isdefined. The
rest of the paper is devoted to a more systematic development. Section
4 describes the De Concini-Procesi ”wonderful” models for the subspace
arrangements and provides an explicit atlas and stratification for them in
terms of nested sets. Different models are obtained by varying the so-called
building set, and we are especially interested in the minimal and maximal
building set/model in this class. Section 5 examines the pullback of the reg-
ularized Feynman distribution onto the smooth model and studies relations
between its Laurent coefficients with respect to the regulator. In section 6
it is shown that the proposed renormalization on the smooth model satisfies
the physical constraint of locality: the subtractions madecan be packaged
as local counterterms into the Lagrangian. For the model constructed from
the minimal building set, this is satisfied by construction.From the geo-
metric features of the smooth models one arrives quickly at an analogy with
the Hopf algebras of Feynman graphs, and a section relating the two ap-
proaches concludes the exposition. As a technical simplication in the main
part of the paper only massless scalar euclidean theories are considered,
and only Feynman graphs with at most logarithmic singularities. The gen-
eral case is briefly discussed in section 6.4. Questions of renormalization
conditions, and the renormalization group, are left for future research.

This research is motivated by a careful analysis of Atiyah’spaper [1] – see
also [9]; and [4] for a first application to Feynman integralsin the parametric
representation – the similarity of the Fulton-MacPherson stratification with
the Hopf algebras of perturbative renormalization observed in [6, 35], and
recent results on residues of primitive graphs and periods of mixed Hodge
structures [10,11]. Kontsevich has pointed out the relevance of the Fulton-
MacPherson compactification for renormalization long ago [32], and a real
(spherical) version had been independently developed by him (and again
independently by Axelrod and Singer [2]) in the context of Chern-Simons
theory, see for example [33]. In the parametric representation, many related
results have been obtained independently in the recent paper [12], which
provides also a description of renormalization in terms of limiting mixed
Hodge structures. That is beyond our scope.

An earlier version of this paper has been presented in [5].

Acknowledgements.All three authors thank the Erwin Schrödinger Institut
for hospitality during a stay in March and April 2007, where this paper has
been initially conceived. C. B. is grateful to K. Fredenhagen, H. Epstein,
J. Gracey, H. Hauser, F. Vignes-Tourneret, S. Hollands, F. Brown, E. Vogt,
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Max-Planck-Institut Bonn and Boston University for hospitality and sup-
port during several stays in 2007 and 2008. D. K. is supportedby CNRS
and in parts by NSF grant DMS-0603781. C. B. and D. K. thank theESI
for hospitality during another stay in March 2009.

2. SUBSPACE ARRANGEMENTS ASSOCIATED TOFEYNMAN GRAPHS

Let U ⊆ Rk be an open set. ByD(U) = C∞
0 (U) we denote the space of

test functions with compact support inU, with the usual topology.D′(U)
is the space of distributions inU. See [30] for a general reference on distri-
butions. We work in Euclidean spacetimeM = Rd whered ∈ 2 + 2N =
{4, 6, 8, . . .} and use the (massless) propagator distribution

(1) u0(x) =
1

xd−2
=

1

((x0)2 + . . .+ (xd−1)2)
d−2
2

which has the properties

(2) u0(λx) = λ2−du0(x), λ ∈ R \ {0}

and

(3) sing supp u0 = {0}.

The singular support of a distributionu is the set of points having no open
neighborhood whereu is given by aC∞ function.

Let nowΓ be a Feynman graph, that is a finite graph, with set of vertices
V (Γ) and set of edgesE(Γ). We assume thatΓ has no loops (a loop is an
edge that connects to one and the same vertex at both ends). The Feynman
distribution is given by the distribution

(4) uΓ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏

i<j

u0(xi − xj)
nij

onMn \∪i<jDij whereDij is the diagonal defined byxi = xj andnij is the
number of edges between the verticesi andj (For this equation we assume
that the vertices are numberedV (Γ) = {1, . . . , n}). A basic observation
is thatuΓ may be rewritten as the restriction of the distributionu⊗|E(Γ)|

0 ∈
D′(M |E(Γ)|) to the complement of a subspace arrangement, contained in a
vector subspace ofM |E(Γ)|, as follows.
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2.1. Configurations and subspace arrangements of singularities. It is
convenient to adopt a more abstract point of view as in [11]. Let E be a
finite set andRE the real vector space spanned byE. If V is a vector space
we writeV ∨ for its dual space. Similarly, ifx ∈ V we write x∨ for the
dual linear form. An inclusion of a linear subspaceiW : W →֒ RE is called
a configuration. SinceRE comes with a canonical basis, a configuration
defines an arrangement of up to|E| linear hyperplanes inW : namely for
eache ∈ E the subspace annihilated by the linear forme∨iW , unless this
linear form equals zero. Note that different basis vectorse ∈ E may give
one and the same hyperplane.

Given a connected graphΓ, temporarily impose an orientation of the edges
(all results will be independent of this orientation). Thisdefines for a ver-
tex v ∈ V (Γ) and an edgee ∈ E(Γ) the integer(v : e) = ±1 if v is
the final/initial vertex ofe, and (v : e) = 0 otherwise. The (simplicial)
cohomology ofΓ is encoded in the sequence

(5) 0 −→ R
c

−→ RV (Γ) δ
−→ RE(Γ) −→ H1(Γ,R) −→ 0

with c(1) =
∑

v∈V (Γ) v, δ(v) =
∑

e∈E(Γ)(v : e)e. This sequence defines two

configurations: the inclusion ofcoker c into RE(Γ), and dually the inclusion
of H1(Γ,R) into RE(Γ)∨. We are presently interested in the first one, which
corresponds to the position space picture.

It will be convenient to fix a basisV0 of coker c. For example, the choice
of a vertexv0 ∈ V (Γ) (write V0 = V (Γ) \ {v0}) provides an isomorphism
φ : RV0 → coker c sending the basis elementv ∈ V0 to v + im c. We then
have a configuration

(6) iΓ = δφ : RV0 →֒ RE(Γ).

Eache ∈ E(Γ) defines a linear forme∨iΓ ∈ (RV0)∨. It is non-zero sinceΓ
has no loops. Consider instead of(RV0)∨ the vector space(MV0)∨ where
M = Rd. For eache ∈ E(Γ) there is ad-dimensional subspace

(7) Ae = (span e∨iΓ)⊕d

of (MV0)∨.We denote this collection ofd-dimensional subspaces of(MV0)∨

by

(8) C(Γ) = {Ae : e ∈ E(Γ)}.

Note that theAe need not be pairwise distinct nor linearly independent. By
dualityC(Γ) defines an arrangement of codimensiond subspaces inMV0

(9) MV0
sing(Γ) =

⋃

e∈E(Γ)

A⊥
e
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whereA⊥
e is the linear subspace annihilated byAe. The image ofc⊕d in

MV (Γ) is the thin diagonal∆. It is in the kernel of all thee∨iΓ, and there-
fore it suffices for us to work in the quotient spacecoker c. By construc-
tion A⊥

e = Djl + ∆ wherej and l are the boundary vertices ofe. In par-
ticular, if Γ = Kn is the complete graph onn vertices, then it is clear
thatMV0

sing(Kn) is the large diagonal
⋃

j<l Djl + ∆. The compositionΦ :

MV (Γ) → MV (Γ)/∆ →MV0 is given byΦ(x1, . . . , xn) = (x1−xn, . . . , xn−1−
xn), xi ∈ M, where again a numberingV (Γ) = {1, . . . , n}, v0 = n, of the
vertices is assumed.

For a distributionu on MV constant along∆ we write u = Φ∗u for the
pushforward ontoMV0.We usually write(x1, . . . , xn) for a point inM{1,...,n},
wherexi is ad-tuple of coordinatesx0

i , . . . , x
d−1
i for M. Similarly, if f ∈

(RV0)∨ then f0, . . . , fd−1 are the obvious functionals onMV0 such that
f⊕d = (f0, . . . , fd−1).

2.2. Subspace arrangements of divergences.Now we seek a refinement
of the collectionC(Γ) in order to sort out singularities whereuΓ is locally
integrable and does not require an extension. In a first step we stabilize the
collectionC(Γ) with respect to sums. Write

(10) Csing(Γ) =

{
∑

e∈E′

Ae; ∅ ( E ′ ⊆ E(Γ)

}
.

This is again a collection of non-zero subspaces of(MV0)∨. A subsetE ′ of
E(Γ) defines a unique subgraphγ of Γ (not necessarily connected) with set
of edgesE(γ) = E ′ and set of verticesV (γ) = V (Γ). Each subgraphγ of
Γ determines an element

(11) Aγ =
∑

e∈E(γ)

Ae

of Csing(Γ). The mapγ 7→ Aγ is in general not one-to-one.

Definition 2.1. A subgraphγ ⊆ Γ is calledsaturatedif Aγ ( Aγ′ for all
subgraphsγ′ ⊆ Γ such thatE(γ) ( E(γ′).

It is obvious that for any givenγ there is always a saturated subgraph,
denotedγs, with Aγ = Aγs. Also,Ae∩Aγs = {0} for all e ∈ E(Γ)\E(γs).

Definition 2.2. A graphΓ is called at most logarithmicif all subgraphs
γ ⊆ Γ satisfy the conditionddimH1(γ) − 2|E(γ)| ≤ 0.

Definition 2.3. A subgraphγ ⊆ Γ is called divergentif ddimH1(γ) =
2|E(γ)|.
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Proposition 2.1. LetΓ be at most logarithmic. Ifγ ⊆ Γ is divergent then it
is saturated.

Proof. Assume thatγ satisfies the equality and is not saturated. Then
there is ane ∈ E(γs) \ E(γ). Sinceγ andγ ∪ {e} have the same num-
ber of components butγ ∪ {e} one more edge, it follows from (5) that
dimH1(γ ∪ {e}) = dimH1(γ) + 1. Consequently,ddimH1(γ ∪ {e}) =
2|E(γ ∪ {e})| + 2 in contradiction toΓ being at most logarithmic. 2

Let Γ be at most logarithmic. We define

(12) Cdiv(Γ) = {Aγ; ∅ ( γ ⊆ Γ, γ divergent}

as a subcollection ofCsing(Γ). It is closed under sum (becausedimH1(γ1 ∪
γ2) ≥ dimH1(γ1) + dimH1(γ2)). It does not contain the space{0}. In the
dual, the arrangement

(13) MV0
div(Γ) =

⋃

∅(γ⊆Γ

d dimH1(γ)=2|E(γ)|

A⊥
γ

in MV0 describes the locus where extension is necessary:

Proposition 2.2. LetΓ be at most logarithmic. Then the largest open subset
ofMV0 ⊂ ME(Γ) to whichu⊗|E(Γ)|

0 can be restricted is the complement of
MV0

div(Γ). The restriction equalsuΓ there, and the singular support ofuΓ is
the complement ofMV0

div(Γ) in MV0
sing(Γ).

Proof. Recall the mapiΓ defining the configuration (6). It provides
an inclusioni⊕d

Γ : MV0 →֒ ME(Γ). Wherever defined,uΓ may be written
uΓ(x1, . . . , xn−1) =

∏
e∈E(Γ) u0 (

∑
v(v : e)xv) with V0 = {1, . . . , n − 1}.

SinceiΓ(v) =
∑

e(v : e)e, in coordinatesiΓ(ξ1, . . . , ξn−1) = (
∑

v(v : e)ξv)e∈E(Γ)
,

it is clear thatuΓ = (i⊕d
Γ )∗u

⊗|E(Γ)|
0 wherever it is defined. As by (3),

sing supp u0 = {0}, the singular support ofu⊗|E(Γ)|
0 is the locus where

at least oned-tuple of coordinates vanishes:x0
e = . . . = xd−1

e = 0 for some
e ∈ E(Γ). Its preimage underi⊕d

Γ is the locus annihilated by one of theAe,
whence the last statement. For the first statement, we have toshow that for a
compact subsetK ⊂ MV0 the integraluΓ|K [1] =

∫
K
uΓ(x)dx converges if

and only ifK is disjoint from all theA⊥
γ , for γ ⊆ Γ such thatddimH1(γ) =

2|E(γ)|. Assume thatK ∩
(
A⊥

γ \
⋃

γs(γ′ A⊥
γ′

)
6= ∅ for someγ. Write uΓ =

∏
e∈E(γs)

u0(
∑

v(v : e)xv)f wheref =
∏

e∈E(Γ)\E(γs)
u0(

∑
v(v : e)xv).

The distributionf isC∞ onA⊥
γs
\

⋃
γs(γ′ A⊥

γ′ sinceAe ∩Aγs = {0} for all
e ∈ E(Γ) \E(γs). The integral

∫
K
uΓ(x)dx is over ad(n− 1)-dimensional
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space. The subspaceA⊥
γs

is given bydimAγs equations. Each singleu0(x)

is of ordero(x2−d) asx → 0, and there are|E(γs)| of them in the first factor
of uΓ. Hence the integral is convergent only ifdimAγs > (d − 2)|E(γs)|,
which is the same as2|E(γs)| > ddimH1(γs).Conversely if this is the case
for all γ′s ⊆ γs then the integral is convergent. Our restriction to saturated
subgraphsγs is justified by Proposition 2.1. 2

From now on through the end of section 5,Γ is a fixed, connected, at most
logarithmic graph. The general case where linear, quadratic, etc. diver-
gences occur is discussed in section 6.4.

2.3. Subspaces and polydiagonals.Let againγ ⊆ Γ, that isE(γ) ⊆
E(Γ) andV (γ) = V (Γ). Recall from the end of section 2.1 that

(14) Φ−1(A⊥
γ ) =

⋂

e∈E(γ)

De

with the diagonalsDe = Djl for j andl boundary vertices ofe. An inter-
section

⋂
e∈E(γ)De of diagonals is called apolydiagonal.

Just as in (5) we have an exact sequence

(15) 0 −→ H0(γ,R)
cγ

−→ RV (Γ) δγ

−→ RE(γ) −→ H1(γ,R) −→ 0

with cγ sending each generator ofH0(γ,R) (i. e. , a connected component
C of γ) to the sum of vertices in this component,1C 7→

∑
v∈C v andδγ(v) =∑

e∈E(γ)(v : e)e. It is then a matter of notation to verify

Proposition 2.3.

(16) Φ−1(A⊥
γ ) = ker δ⊕d

γ .

2

A polydiagonalΦ−1(A⊥
γ ) corresponds therefore to a partitioncc(γ) on

the vertex setV (Γ) as follows: cc(γ) = {Q1, . . . , Qk} with pairwise dis-
joint cellsQ1, . . . , Qk ⊆ V (Γ) such that the vectors

(17)
∑

v∈Qi

v, i = 1, . . . , k,

generateker δγ.

In other words,cc(γ) is the equivalence relation/partition ”connected by
γ” on the setV (Γ). If Γ = Kn is the complete graph onn vertices, this
correspondence is clearly a bijection

(18) {A⊥
γ : γ ⊆ Kn}

∼=
→ { Partitions ofV (Kn)}.
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The next proposition refines this statement. Recall our index notation from
the end of section 2.1.

Proposition 2.4. Letγ, t ⊆ Γ. Then the set

(19) B =
{
(e∨iΓ)

j : e ∈ E(t), j = 0, . . . , d− 1
}

is a basis ofAγ if and only ift is a spanning forest forcc(γ),

where a spanning forest is defined as follows.

Definition 2.4. Letγ, t ⊆ Γ. Thent is aspanning forest forcc(γ) if the map
δt : RV (Γ) → RE(t) as in (15) is surjective andker δt = ker δγ.

Definition 2.5. Let γ, t ⊆ Γ and t be a spanning forest forcc(γ). If t ⊆ γ
thent is aspanning forest ofγ. If γ is connected (consequently so ist) then
t is called aspanning treeof γ.

In other words, a spanning forest ofγ is a subgraph ofγ without cycles
that has the same connected components. A spanning forest for cc(γ) has
the same property but needs not be a subgraph ofγ.

Proof of Proposition 2.4. By Proposition 2.3,Aγ = At if and only if
ker δγ = ker δt. It remains to show that the set (19) is linearly independent
if and only if δt is surjective. Sinceker δΓ ⊆ ker δt the mapδt is surjective
if and only if it = δtφ : RV0 → RE(t) (see (6)) is surjective, which in turn is
equivalent to (19) having full rank, ase∨iΓ = e∨it for e ∈ E(t). 2

We also note two simple consequences for future use. Recall our defini-
tion of a subgraphγ of Γ : If Γ is a graph with set of verticesV (Γ) and set
of edgesE(Γ), a subgraphγ is given by a subsetE(γ) ⊆ E(Γ) of edges.
By definitionV (γ) = V (Γ). However, we defineVeff(γ) to be the subset
of vertices inV (γ) which are not isolated – a vertexv is not isolated if it
is connected to another vertex throughγ. By abuse of language we say a
proper subgraphγ of Γ is connectedif it is connected as a graph with ver-
tex setVeff(γ) and edge setE(γ), in other words, not taking the isolated
vertices into account.

Proposition 2.5. Letγ1, γ2 ⊆ Γ, and assumeγ1 connected. Then

(20) Aγ1 ∩Aγ2 = Aγ

for any subgraphγ of Γ satisfying

(21) cc(γ1) ∩ cc(γ2) = cc(γ).

The intersectionP1 ∩ P2 of partitionsP1, P2 on the same setV (Γ) is
defined byP1 ∩ P2 = {Q1 ∩ Q2 : Q1 ∈ P1, Q2 ∈ P2}. It is easily seen
that this is a partition onV (Γ) again. We write0 for the full partition
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{{v} : v ∈ V (Γ)}.

Proof. It is clear from Proposition 2.3 that

Φ−1((Aγ1 ∩Aγ2)
⊥) = ker δ⊕d

γ1
+ ker δ⊕d

γ2
,

and one needs a partitioncc(γ) whose cells provide a basis as in (17) but
now for the spaceker δγ1 + ker δγ2. Let cc(γi) = {Qi

1, . . . , Q
i
li
}. Since

∑

v∈Q1
k

v ∈ span(
∑

v∈Q1
k
∩Q2

1

v, . . . ,
∑

v∈Q1
k
∩Q2

l2

v),

and similarly for1 and2 interchanged, the vectors
∑

v∈Q1
k∩Q2

m
v generate

ker δγ1 + ker δγ2. Consequently,ker δγ1 + ker δγ2 ⊆ ker δγ. In order to have
equality, it suffices to show that the dimensions of both sides match. Since
γ1 is connected, we can assumeQ1

1 = {1, . . . , i}, Q1
2 = {i+1}, . . . , Q1

n−i+1 =
{n}. In that case clearlydim ker δγ = dimH0(γ) = |cc(γ1) ∩ cc(γ2)| =
|cc(γ1)|+

∣∣cc(γ2)|{1,...,i}

∣∣−1 whereP |I denotes the partition{Q∩I, Q ∈ P}.
On the other hand one verifies thatdim(ker δγ1 + ker δγ2) is the same. 2

Apart from the intersection of partitions as defined above, it is useful to
have the notion of a union of partitions. Letcc(γ1), cc(γ2) be partitions on
V (Γ). One defines most conveniently

(22) cc(γ1) ∪ cc(γ2) = cc(γ1 ∪ γ2).

From the description before (18) it is clear that the right hand side in this
definition depends only oncc(γ1) andcc(γ2) but not onγ1 andγ2 them-
selves. We immediately have

Proposition 2.6. Letγ1, γ2, γ ⊆ Γ. Then

(23) Aγ1 + Aγ2 = Aγ

if and only if

(24) cc(γ1) ∪ cc(γ2) = cc(γ).

2

It will be convenient later to have an explicit description of the dual basis
B∨, for B as in Proposition 2.4, that is the corresponding basis ofMV0. Re-
call our choice (above equation (6)) of a vertexv0 in order to work modulo
the thin diagonal. Recall also that the edges are oriented. Given a spanning
treet of Γ, we saye ∈ E(t) points tov0 if the final vertex ofe is closer
to v0 in t than the initial vertex ofe. Otherwise we say thate points away
from v0. Furthermore, erasing the edgee from t separatest into two con-
nected components. The onenot containingv0 is denotedt1, and we write
Vê,0 = Veff(t1) for the set of its non-isolated vertices.
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Proposition 2.7. Let B∨ = {bje : e ∈ E(t), j = 0, . . . , d − 1} be the
basis ofMV0 dual to a basisB of (MV0)∨ as in Proposition 2.4 , that is
(e∨iΓ)j(bke′) = δe,e′δj,k. Then

be = (−1)Qe

∑

v∈Vê,0

v.

(Vê,0, being a subset of the basisV0 of RV0, is also contained inRV0). We
defineQe = ±1 if e points to/away fromv0.

Proof. Write be′ =
∑

v∈V0
βe′

v v. We require

δe,e′ = (e∨iΓ)(be′) = (e∨δφ)(be′) =
∑

v∈V0

βe′

v (v : e).

Now fix an e. Write vin(e), vout(e) for the initial and final vertex ofe, re-
spectively. We haveβe

vin(e) − βe
vout(e)

= 1 andβe
vin(e′) = βe

vout(e′)
for the

other edgese′ except the onee′0 leading tov0, for which βe
vin(e′0) = 0 or

βe
vout(e′0)

= 0, depending on the direction ofe′0. Thus starting fromv0 and
working one’s way along the treet in order to determine theβe

v, all the
βe

v = 0 until one reaches the edgee,whereβe
v jumps up or down to1 or−1,

depending on the orientation ofe, and stays constant then all beyonde. 2

Let us now describe the mapi⊕d
Γ : MV0 → ME(Γ) in such a dual basis

B∨. Let x ∈ RV0, write x =
∑

e∈E(t) xebe with be = (−1)Qe
∑

v∈Vê,0
v as in

Proposition 2.7. Write[vi, vj] ⊆ E(t) for the unique path int connecting
the verticesvi andvj. It follows that

iΓ(x) =
∑

e∈E(Γ)

∑

v∈V0

∑

e′∈[v0,v]

(−1)Qe′xe′(v : e)e.

For a givene, only two verticesv contribute to the sum, namely the bound-
ariesvin(e) andvout(e) of e. All the terms(−1)Qe′xe′ for e′ on the path
from v0 to vin(e) cancel since they appear twice, once with a negative
sign (vin(e) : e), once with a positive sign(vout(e) : e). What remains
are the terms on the path int from vin(e) to vout(e). We writee′ ; e if
e′ ∈ [vin(e), vout(e)] ⊂ E(t). Then

(25) iΓ(x) =
∑

e∈E(Γ)

∑

e′;e

xe′e =
∑

e∈E(t)

xee+
∑

e∈E(Γ)\E(t)

∑

e′;e

xe′e.

Note that in the second sum there may be terms with only onexe′ contribut-
ing, namely whenAe = Ae′ .
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3. REGULARIZATION , BLOWING UP, AND RESIDUES OF PRIMITIVE

GRAPHS

The purpose of this section is first to review a few standard facts about
distributions and simple birational transformations. See[30] for a gen-
eral reference on distributions. In the second part, the important notion
of residue of a primitive Feynman graph is introduced by raising uΓ to a
complex powers in the neighborhood ofs = 1 and considering the residue
ats = 1 as a distribution supported on the exceptional divisor of a blowup.

3.1. Distributions and densities on manifolds.We recall basic notions
that can be looked up, for example, in [30, Section 6.3]. Whenone wants
to define the notion of distributions on a manifold one has twochoices: The
first is to model a distribution locally according to the ideathat distribu-
tions are supposed to generalizeC∞ functions, so they should transform
like ui = (ψjψ

−1
i )∗uj whereψi, ψj are two charts. On the other hand, dis-

tributions are supposed to be measures, that is one wants them to transform
like ũi = | det Jacψjψ

−1
i |(ψjψ

−1
i )∗ũj. The latter concept is called a distri-

bution density.

By a manifold we mean a paracompact connectedC∞ manifold through-
out the paper. LetM be a manifold of dimensionm with an atlas(ψi, Ui)
of local chartsψi : Mi → Ui ⊂ Rm.

Definition 3.1. A distributionu onM is a collectionu = {ui} of distribu-
tionsui ∈ D′(Ui) satisfying

ui = (ψjψ
−1
i )∗uj

in ψj(Mi ∩Mj). The space of distributions onM is denotedD′(M).

Definition 3.2. A distribution densitỹu onM is a collectionũ = {ũi} of
distributionsũi ∈ D′(Ui) satisfying

ũi = | det Jacψjψ
−1
i |(ψjψ

−1
i )∗ũj

inψj(Mi∩Mj). The space of distribution densities onM is denotedD̃′(M).
A density is calledC∞ if all ũi areC∞. The space ofC∞ densities onM
with compact support is denoted̃C∞

0 (M).

Proposition 3.1.

(i) C∞
0

′(M) = D̃′(M).

(ii) C̃∞
0

′
(M) = D′(M).

(iii) A nowhere vanishingC∞ densityα provides isomorphismsu 7→ uα
betweenD′(M) and D̃′(M), andC∞

0 (M) and C̃∞
0 (M), respec-

tively.
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2

C∞ densities are also calledpseudom-forms. If the manifold is oriented,
every pseudom-form is also a regularm-form, and conversely anm-formω
gives rise to two pseudom-forms: ω and−ω. In a nonorientable situation
we want to work with distribution densities and write them like pseudo
formsu(x)|dx|.

3.2. Distributions and birational transformations. LetM be a manifold
of dimensionm andz ∈ M a point in it. We work in local coordinates and
may assumeM = Rm andz = 0. Blowing up0 means replacing0 by a
real projective spaceE = Pm−1(R) of codimension 1. The result is again a
manifold as follows.

Let Y = (M \ {0}) ⊔ E as a set. Tangent directions at0 shall be iden-
tified with elements ofE. Let thereforeY ′ be the subset ofM× E defined
by ziuj = zjui, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m wherez1, . . . , zm are the affine coordinates of
Rm andu1, . . . , um are homogeneous coordinates ofPm−1(R). The setY ′

is a submanifold ofM×E. On the other hand, there is an obvious bijection
λ : Y → Y ′ whose restriction ontoM\{0} ⊂ Y is a diffeomorphism onto
its image. Pulling back alongλ the differentiable structure induced onY ′

defines a differentiable structure on all ofY. The latter is called theblowup
of M at {0}. The submanifoldE of Y is called theexceptional divisor.
There is a properC∞ mapβ : Y → M which is the identity onM\ {0}
and sendsE to 0. Viewed as a map fromY ′ ⊂ M × E, β is simply the
projection onto the first factor.

Note that ifm is even (which is the case throughout the paper) thenY is
not orientable butE is. If m is odd thenY is orientable butE is not. Indeed
Y is a fiber bundleτ : Y → E overE with fiber R – the tautological line
bundle. For example, form = 2, Y is the open Möbius strip.

Let m be even from now on. ForUi = Rm, i = 1, . . . , m, one defines
mapsρi : Ui → M× E,

(y1, . . . , ym) 7→ ((z1, . . . , zm), [z1, . . . , zm])

zi = (−1)iyi,(26)

zk = yiyk, k 6= i

wherezi are coordinates onM and at the same time homogeneous coor-
dinates forE. Clearlyρi maps intoY and onto the affine chart ofE where
zi 6= 0. Let ψi = ρ−1

i on ρi(Ui). Then (ψi, Ui) furnish an atlas forY. We
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note for future reference the transition maps

ψjψ
−1
i : Ui \ {yj = 0} → Uj \ {y

′
i = 0}

(y1, . . . , ym) 7→ (y′1, . . . , y
′
m)

y′i = (−1)i+j/yj,(27)

y′j = (−1)jyiyj,

y′k = (−1)jyk/yj, k 6= i, j

and the determinants of their derivatives

(28) det Jacψjψ
−1
i = (−1)j+1y1−m

j .

Note that the atlas(ψi, Ui) is therefore not even oriented on the open set
Y \E diffeomorphic toM\{0}. For the exceptional divisorE = Pm−1(R),
which is given inUi by the equationyi = 0, we use induced charts(φi, Vi)
with coordinatesy1, . . . , ŷi, . . . , ym (in this very order) wherêyi means
omission. The transition map

φjφ
−1
i : Vi \ {yj = 0} → Vj \ {y

′
i = 0}

(y1, . . . , ŷi, . . . , ym) 7→ (y′1, . . . , ŷ
′
j, . . . , y

′
m)

y′i = (−1)i+j/yj,(29)

y′k = (−1)jyk/yj, k 6= i, j

has Jacobian determinant

(30) det Jacφjφ
−1
i = y−m

j > 0.

The induced atlas(Vi, φi) is therefore an oriented one. The tautological bun-
dleτ is given in local coordinates byτ : (y1, . . . , ym) 7→ (y1, . . . , ŷi, . . . , ym).

Similarly one defines blowing up along a submanifold: The submanifold
is replaced by its projectivized normal bundle. Assume the submanifold is
given in local coordinates byz1 = . . . = zk = 0. Then a natural choice of
coordinates for the blowup is given again by (26), applied only to the subset
of coordinatesz1, . . . , zk. See for instance [39, Section 3] for details.

Theblowdown mapβ : Y → M is surjective, proper andC∞ everywhere
but open (i. e. has surjective differential) only away from the exceptional
divisor. It is called the blowdown map. It will be useful to beable to push
distributions forward alongβ and to pull distributions back alongβ|Y \E .

In general, letf : U → V be a surjective properC∞ map between open sets
U of Rm1 andV of Rm2 . Let u be a distribution onU. The pushforward of
u by f, denotedf∗u, is the distribution onV defined by(f∗u)[φ] = u[f∗φ]
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whereφ is a test function onV andf∗φ is its pullback alongf : f∗φ = φ◦f.
If u has compact support the requirement thatf be proper can be dropped.
Similarly, for f : M → N a surjective properC∞ map between manifolds
M andN with atlases(ψi, Ui) and(θi, Vi), let u be a distribution density
onM. Thenf∗u defined by

(f∗u)i = (θifψ
−1
k )∗uk

in Vi ∩ (θifψ
−1
k )(Uk), is a distribution density onN . Let nowf : M → N

a surjectiveC∞ map between manifoldsM andN . It need not be proper.
Let u ∈ D̃′(M) andφ ∈ C∞

0 (M). The densityu[φ]f ∈ D̃′(N ) is defined
by

(31) u[φ]f = f∗(φu).

Note thatφu has compact support so the pushforward is well-defined al-
thoughf is not necessarily proper. Ifu is given by a locally integrable
functionu(z) onM = Rm andf is the projection ontoN = {z1, . . . , zi =
0} ⊆ Rm, i < m, this notion corresponds to integrating out the orthogonal
complement{zi+1, . . . , zm = 0} of N in Rm :

u[φ]f(zi+1, . . . , zm) =

∫
(uφ)(z1, . . . , zm)dz1 . . . dzi.

The reverse operation of pulling back distributions alongC∞ maps is only
possible under certain conditions, see [30, Sections 6.1, 8.2, etc.] for a
general exposition. Here we only need the following simple case: Let
U1, U2 ⊆ Rn open andf : U1 → U2 a C∞ and everywhere open map.
Then there is a unique continuous linear mapf∗ : D′(U2) → D′(U1) such
that f∗u = u ◦ f if u ∈ C0(U2). See [30, Theorem 6.1.2] for a proof of
this statement. It can obviously be generalized to the case of a submersion
f : M → N of manifolds.

M = Rm and its open subsets being orientable, distributions can beiden-
tified with distribution densities there, see Proposition 3.1 (iii). If β is
the blowdown map, by the pullbackβ∗ũ of a distribution densitỹu ∈
D̃′(M \ {0}) obviously the pullback along the diffeomorphismβ|Y \E is
understood. The result is a distribution density onY \ E.

3.3. Analytic regularization. As a first step toward understandingus
Γ as a

distribution-valued meromorphic function ofs in a neighborhood ofs = 1,
we study distributionsu onR \ {0} of the formu(z) = |z|−a wherea ∈ Z.
Clearly if a < 1 thenu ∈ L1

loc(R). The casea ≥ 1 can be handled using
analytic continuation with respect to the exponent: Leta ∈ N be fixed. We
extendus = |z|−as meromorphically to the areaℜs > 1 as follows. Let
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n = ⌊a/2⌋.

us[φ] =

∫ 1

0

z−as(φ(z) + φ(−z))dz +

∫

R\[−1,1]

|z|−asφ(z)dz

=

∫ 1

0

z−as

(
φ(z) + φ(−z) − 2

(
φ(0) + . . .+

z2nφ(2n)(0)

(2n)!

))
dz(32)

+

∫

R\[−1,1]

|z|−asφ(z)dz + 2
n∑

k=0

φ(2k)(0)

(2k)!((2k + 1) − as)
.

This holds forℜs < 1+ 1
a
. See [26, Section I.3] for the complete argument.

There will be more poles beyond the half-planeℜs < 1+ 1
a

but they are not
relevant for our purposes.

Definition 3.3. The canonical regularizationof |z|−a is the distribution-
valued meromorphic function ins ∈ (−∞, 1 + 1

a
) + iR given by

(33) |z|−as
ext = 2

n∑

k=0

δ
(2k)
0

(2k)!((2k + 1) − as)
+ |z|−as

fin

wheren = ⌊a/2⌋ and

|z|−as
fin [φ] =

∫ 1

0

z−as

(
φ(z) + φ(−z)− 2

(
φ(0) + . . .+

z2nφ(2n)(0)

(2n)!

))
dz

+

∫

R\[−1,1]

|z|−asφ(z)dz.(34)

The functions 7→ |z|−as
fin is holomorphic in(−∞, 1 + 1

a
) + iR. When the

context allows, we simply write|z|−as for |z|−as
ext again. Letf ∈ C∞(R).

Sinces 7→ f s[φ] is holomorphic, it makes sense to define the canonical
regularization for|z|−af also:

(35) (|z|−af)s
ext = |z|−as

ext · f s.

This does not work forf ∈ L1
loc(R). For example,|z|−(a+b)s

ext 6= |z|−as
ext |z|

−bs
ext .

Unfortunately, the term ”regularization” is used for two different notions in
the mathematics and physics literature, respectively. They must be carefully
distinguished. While in the mathematics literature, the ”regularized” distri-
bution is usually understood to be|z|−a

fin, a physicist calls this the ”renormal-
ized” distribution, and refers to the mappings 7→ |z|−as as a regularization
(in fact, one out of many possible regularizations). The latter is also our
convention.
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We finally note the special casea = 1,

(36) |z|−s
ext = −

2δ0
s− 1

+ |z|−s
fin,

(37) |z|−s
fin[φ] =

∫ 1

−1

|z|−s(φ(z)− φ(0))dz +

∫

R\[−1,1]

|z|−sφ(z)dz.

And, for future reference, in the areaℜs < 2+(D−1)
D

,

(38) |z|D−Ds−1
ext = −

2

D

δ0
s− 1

+ |z|D−Ds−1
fin

whereD ∈ 2N.

3.4. Primitive graphs, their residues and renormalization. We consider
the blowupβ : Y → M of M at 0 as in section 3.2 where nowM = MV0

for our Feynman graphΓ (see section 2 for notation). LetdΓ = d|V0| =
dimM. In this section we continue to use the coordinatesz1, . . . , zdΓ

on
MV0 andy1, . . . , ydΓ

on the chartsUi for Y. They are related to the coordi-
natesxj

i of section 2 byxj
i = zd(i−1)+j. Recall that sinceY is not orientable

(and the induced atlas onY \ E is not oriented), top degree(L1
loc) forms

and distribution densities can not be identified. We only useforms on the
oriented submanifoldE, where the two notions coincide. We write|dz| for
the Lebesgue measure onM.

Definition 3.4. A connected Feynman graphΓ is calledprimitive if Cdiv(Γ) =
{AΓ}.

Recall the notion of saturated subgraph from Definition 2.1 and Proposi-
tion 2.1.

Lemma 3.1. Let Γ be primitive. Lett be a spanning tree forΓ and t′ a
subgraph oft. Then

d|E(t′)| ≤ (d − 2)(|E(Γ)| − |E((t \ t′)s)|)

and equality holds if and only ift′ = t.

Proof. Clearly dimAt = dimAt′ + dimAt\t′ anddimAt′ = d|E(t′)|.
SinceΓ is divergent,(d − 2)|E(Γ)| = dimAt. SinceΓ has no proper di-
vergent subgraphs,(d − 2)|E((t \ t′)s)| < dimA(t\t′)s

= dimAt\t′ for all
proper subgraphst′ of t. 2
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Lemma 3.2. Let δE (resp. 1
|yE |

) be collections of distributions1 in the Ui

given by(δE)i = δ0(yi) and (1/|yE |)i = 1
|yi|

in Ui. Letω be a locally inte-
grable volume formω onE. ThenωδE andω/|yE |, locally

(ωδE)i = ωi(δE)i = ωi(y1, . . . , ŷi, . . . , ydΓ
)δ0(yi),

(ω/|yE |)i = ωi/|yE |i = ωi(y1, . . . , ŷi, . . . , ydΓ
)/|yi|

define densities onY.

Proof. By (28) and (30)| det Jacψjψ
−1
i | = det Jac φjφ

−1
i · |1/yj | and

bothδ0 and1/|yi| transform with the factor|1/yj| under transitionUi → Uj .
2

Theorem 3.1. LetΓ be primitive.

(i) By pullback along the diffeomorphismβ|Y \E , the distribution den-
sity ũΓ = uΓ|dz| furnishes a strictly positive densitỹwΓ on Y \ E,
given in local coordinates ofUi by

(39) (w̃Γ)i|dy| =
1

|yi|
(fΓ)i(y1, . . . , ŷi, . . . , ydΓ

)|dy|

where(fΓ)i ∈ L1(Vi). The(fΓ)i dy1 ∧ . . .∧ d̂yi ∧ . . .∧ dydΓ
in each

Vi determine an integrable volume formfΓ onE. We may therefore
write w̃Γ = fΓ/|yE |.

(ii) The meromorphic density-valued functions 7→ w̃s
Γ = β∗ũs

Γ,

(w̃s
Γ)i|dy| =

(fΓ)s
i |dy|

|yi|dΓs−(dΓ−1)

has a simple pole ats = 1. Its residue is the density

(40) ress=1 w̃
s
Γ = −

2

dΓ
δEfΓ,

supported on the exceptional divisor. Pushing forward along β
amounts to integrating a projective integral over the exceptional di-
visor:

(41)

β∗(ress=1 w̃
s
Γ) = −

2

dΓ
δ0|dz|

∫

E

fΓ = −
2

dΓ
δ0

∫

Vi

(fΓ)idy1 . . . d̂yi . . . dydΓ

for anyi.
(iii) Letµ ∈ D(RdΓ) withµ(0) = 1, andν = β∗µ. Letτ : Y → E be the

tautological bundle. Then

(42) w̃s
Γ,R = w̃s

Γ − w̃s
Γ[ν]τδE

1We do not claim that they are distributions or densities onY themselves as they do not
transform correctly.
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defines a density-valued function onY holomorphic in a neighbor-
hood ofs = 1. Alsoβ∗w̃s

Γ,R = (us
Γ − us

Γ[µ]δ0)|dz| = us
Γ,R|dz|.

The density (40) is calledresidue density, the volume formfΓ residue
form, and the complex number

(43) res Γ = −
2

dΓ

∫

E

fΓ

residue ofΓ. The distributionuΓ,R = us
Γ,R|s=1 is defined on all ofMV0 and

said to be therenormalized distribution.

Proof of Theorem 3.1.(i) For (39) observe that in local coordinates ofUi the
mapβ is given byρi, see (26). The Lebesgue measure|dz| onMV0 pulls
back to|yi|

dΓ−1|dy| in Ui. By (2),uΓ scales likeλ(2−d)|E(Γ)| aszi → λzi for
all i. SinceΓ is divergent,dΓ = (2 − d)|E(Γ)|, which explains the factor
1/|yi| in (39) and that(fΓ)i does not depend onyi. That (fΓ)i ∈ L1

loc(Vi)
follows from Proposition 2.2, whereMV0

div = A⊥
Γ = {0}, andβ|Y \E being a

diffeomorphism. In order to show that(fΓ)i ∈ L1(Vi) one uses Lemma 3.1
as follows: Choose a spanning treet for Γ such that the coordinatezi equals
(e∨0 iΓ)j0 for somee0 ∈ E(t) andj0 ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1} (see Proposition 2.4).
Write xj

e = (e∨iΓ)j for e ∈ E(t), j = 0, . . . , d − 1. In this basisuΓ is given
by uΓ({xj

e}) =
∏

e∈E(Γ) u0(
∑

e′;e x
j
e′) (see (25)). Therefore, if the coordi-

natesyj
e, e ∈ E(t′) j = 0, . . . , d−1 defined byt′ a proper subforest oft not

containinge0 go to∞, then there are exactlyE(ts) \ E((t \ t′)s) factors of
u0 the argument of which goes to∞. Lemma 3.1 shows that the integration
over that subspace converges. One verifies that all subspaces susceptible to
infrared divergences are of this form. Therefore(fΓ)i ∈ L1(Vi). Finally,
the (fΓ)i produce a factory−dΓ

i under transition between charts. By (30)
this makesfΓ a density onE. SinceE is oriented, a strictly positive density
is also a strictly positive (L1

loc) volume form.
(ii) The simple pole and (40) follow from (39) by (38), the local expres-
sions matched together using Lemma 3.2. For (41) letφ ∈ D(MV0 ). Then
β∗(ress=1 w̃

s
Γ)[φ] = ress=1 w̃

s
Γ[β∗φ]. The distribution densityress=1 w̃

s
Γ, be-

ing supported onE, depends only onβ∗φ|E = φ(0). By the results of (i),∫
E
fΓ is a projective integral and it suffices to integrate inside one chart, say

Ui. Thereress=1 w̃
s
Γ[β∗φ] = − 2

dΓ

∫
Ui
δ0(yi)fΓ(y)φ(ρi(y))dy= − 2

dΓ
φ(0)

∫
Vi
fΓ(y)dy

= − 2
dΓ
φ(0)

∫
E fΓ.

(iii) There is no pole ats = 1 since ν|E = 1. The (w̃s
Γ,R)i furnish a

density by Lemma 3.2: The Jacobian ofδE cancels the one of[. . .]τ . For
the last statement, let again(ψi, Ui)i=1,...,dΓ

be the chosen atlas forY and
(φi, Vi)i=1,...,dΓ

the induced atlas forE. SinceE is compact, there exists a
partition of unity (ξiφi)i=1,...,dΓ

on E subordinate to theVi such thatξi ∈
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D(Vi), ξi ≥ 0 and
∑

i(ξiφi)(x) = 1 for all x ∈ E. Let τ : Y → E. Then
(ξiφiτ )i=1,...,dΓ

is a partition of unity onY subordinate to(ψi, Ui)i=1,...,dΓ

(however not compactly supported). We fix such a partition ofunity (ξi).
In Ui we writey for (y1, . . . , ydΓ

) andŷi for (y1, . . . , ŷi, . . . , ydΓ
), for exam-

ple ξi(y) = ξi(ŷi) since it is constant alongyi. We also writeu(yi, yiŷi) =
u(yiy1, . . . , yi, . . . , yiydΓ

) for convenience. Letf ∈ D(MV0).

β∗(w̃
s
Γ,R)[f ] = β∗(w̃

s
Γ − w̃s

Γ[ν]τδE)[f ]

=
∑

i

(w̃s
Γ − w̃s

Γ[ν]τδE)i[ξiβ
∗f ]

=
∑

i

∫

Ui

(w̃s
Γ(y) −

∫

R

w̃s
Γ(zi, ŷi)µ(zi, ziŷi)dziδ0(yi))

×ξi(y)f(yi, yiŷi)dy

=
∑

i

∫

Ui

w̃s
Γ(y)ξi(y)f(yi, yiŷi)

−w̃s
Γ(y)µ(yi, yiŷi)ξi(0, ŷi)f(0)dy

=
∑

i

(β∗w̃
s
Γ − β∗w̃

s
Γ[ξiν]δ0)[f ].

2

The following corollary concerns infrared divergences of agraphΓ. Those
are divergences which do not occur at theA⊥

γ but as the coordinateszi of
MV0 approach∞, in other words, if one attempts to integrateuΓ against a
function which is not compactly supported.

Corollary 3.1. Let Γ be at most logarithmic and primitive. ThenuΓ is not
(globally) integrable onMV0 \MV0

div(Γ). However(χuΓ)[1L ⊗ µ] is well-
defined, ifµ is a test function on a non-zero subspace ofMV0, 1L the con-
stant function on the orthogonal complementL, andχ the characteristic
function of the complement of an open neighborhood ofMV0

div(Γ) in MV0.

Proof. This follows from part (i) of Theorem 3.1. 2

The renormalized distributionuΓ,R = us
Γ,R|s=1 obtained from the theorem

depends of course onµ. Write uΓ,R for one usingµ andu′Γ,R for another
one usingµ′, then the differenceuΓ,R − u′Γ,R is supported on0 and of the
form cδ0 with c ∈ R. This one-dimensional space of possible extensions
represents the renormalization ambiguity.
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Here is an example. LetM = R4. For

Γ =

we have

uΓ(x) = u2
0(x) = 1/x4,

the latter a distribution onMV0 \ {0} = M \ {0}. Pulling back alongβ,

(β∗ũΓ)i|dy| = (ψ−1
i )∗β∗ũΓ|dy| =

|dy|

|yi|(1 +
∑

j 6=i y
2
j )

2

in Ui \ {yi = 0}, i = 0, . . . , 3. As ũΓ was not defined at0, (β∗ũΓ)i is not
defined atE, given locally by{yi = 0}. Raising to the powers gives

(β∗ũs
Γ)i|dy| =

|dy|

|yi|4s−3(1 +
∑

j 6=i y
2
j )

2s

=

(
−δ0(yi)

2(s − 1)
+ o(s − 1)0

)
|dy|

(1 +
∑

j 6=i y
2
j )

2s

Therefore the residue density ats = 1 is given, in this chart, by

ress=1(β
∗ũΓ)s

i |dy| = −
1

2
δ0(yi)

1

(1 +
∑

j 6=i y
2
j )

2
|dy|.

The residue is given as a projective integral by

res Γ = −
1

2

∫

E

∑
i(−1)iYidY1 ∧ . . . ∧ d̂Yi ∧ . . . ∧ dY4

Y 4

whereY1, . . . , Y4 are homogeneous coordinates. In any of the chartsVi, and
for the integration one chart suffices,

res Γ = −
1

2

∫

Vi

dy1 ∧ . . . ∧ d̂yi ∧ . . . ∧ dy4

(1 +
∑

j 6=i y
2
j )

2
.

As mentioned before, there is a 1-dimensional space of possible extensions
uΓ,R due to the choice ofµ that needs to be made. There is no canonicalµ.
However from practice in momentum space the following choice is useful.
In momentum space, the ill-defined Fourier transform ofu2

0 is

(Fu0)
∗2 : p 7→

∫
d4k

k2(k − p)2
.
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A regularization or cutoff is now being understood in the integral. It can
be renormalized, for example, by subtracting the value atp2 = m2 where
m > 0 has the meaning of an energy scale.

(Fu0)
∗2
R : p 7→

∫
d4k

k2(k − p)2
−

∫
d4k

k2(k − p)2

∣∣∣∣
p2=m2

This prescription has the advantage that it is useful for calculations beyond
perturbation theory. The Fourier transform of the distribution δ(p2 − m2)
is a Bessel functionµ(x) (with noncompact support), which can be approx-
imated by a sequenceµn → µ of test functionsµn with compact support.
Sincem > 0, µ 6= 1, and infrared divergences do not occur (as long as the
position space test function has compact support, i. e. one does not evaluate
the Fourier transform atp2 = 0).

In the case of primitive graphs, the renormalization operation described
above can be performed, and the residue be defined, while onMV0, without
blowing up. For general graphs however blowing up provides an advantage,
as will be shown in section 6: All divergences can be removed at the same
time while observing the physical principle of locality. This concludes our
discussion of primitive divergences, and we start with the general theory for
arbitrary graphs.

4. MODELS FOR THE COMPLEMENTS OF SUBSPACE ARRANGEMENTS

In section 2 a description of the singular support ofuΓ and of the locus
whereuΓ fails to be locally integrable was given as subspace arrangements
in a vector space. In general bothMV0

sing(Γ) andMV0
div(Γ) will not be carte-

sian products of simpler arrangements. In this section we describe birational
models forMV0 where the two subspace arrangements are transformed into
normal crossing divisors. For this purpose it is convenientto use results of
De Concini and Procesi [22] on more general subspace arrangements. See
also the recent book [21] for a general introduction to the subject. Although
for the results of the present paper only the smooth models for the diver-
gent arrangementsMV0

div(Γ) are needed, it is very instructive, free of cost,
and useful for future application to primitive graphs, to develop the smooth
models for the singular arrangementsMV0

sing(Γ) at the same time.

4.1. Smooth models and normal crossing divisors.Consider for a finite
dimensional real vector spaceV a collectionC = {A1, . . . , Am} of sub-
spacesAi of V ∨ and the corresponding arrangementVC =

⋃
A∈C A

⊥ in V.
In order to explain our language, let us temporarily also consider the corre-
sponding arrangement inV (C) = V ⊗ C, denotedVC(C). The problem is
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to find a smooth complex varietyYC(C) and a proper surjective morphism
β : YC(C) → V (C) such that

(1) β is an isomorphism outside ofβ−1(VC)(C).
(2) The preimageE(C) of VC(C) is a divisor with normal crossings,

i. e. there are local coordinatesz1, . . . , zn for YC(C) such thatβ−1(VC)(C)
is given in the chart by the equationz1 · . . . · zk = 0.

(3) β is a composition of blowups along smooth centers.

Such a mapβ : YC(C) → V (C) is called asmooth model forVC(C). Since
β is a composition of blowups, it is a birational equivalence.By the classi-
cal result of Hironaka it is clear that for much more general algebraic sets
such a model always exists in characteristic 0. For the special case of sub-
space arrangementsVC a comprehensive and very useful treatment is given
in [22]. It will be instructive to not only consider one smooth model, but a
family of smooth modelsYP constructed below along the lines of [22].

The arrangementVC is defined overR (in the case of the graph arrange-
ments even overZ) and therefore the real locusYP(R) a realC∞ manifold.
We will only be working with the real loci in this paper and simply writeYP
for YP(R), E for E(R) and so on. Also in the real context we simply callYP
the smooth model,E the exceptional divisor, and speak of birational maps,
isomorphisms etc. without further justification.

By abuse of language, a smooth model may be seen as a ”compactifica-
tion” of the complement of the arrangement, for ifK ⊂ V is compact, then
β|β−1(K) is a compactification of(V \ VC) ∩K sinceβ is proper.

In the following we construct the smooth models of De Conciniand Procesi
for the special case ofV = MV0 andC = Csing(Γ) or C = Cdiv(Γ).

4.2. The Wonderful Models. For a real vector spaceV writeP(V ) for the
projective space of lines inV. For any subspaceU of V there is an obvious
mapV \ U → V/U → P(V/U). The smooth models of De Concini and
Procesi, called ”wonderful models”, are defined as the closure YP of the
graph of the map

(44) V \ VC →
∏

A∈P

P(V/A⊥)

(the closure taken inV ×
∏

A∈P P(V/A⊥)) whereP is a subset ofC, subject
to certain conditions, to be defined below. The setP controls what the
irreducible components of the divisorE are, and how they intersect. In other
words, one gets different smooth models as one varies the subsetP . We
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assume that the collectionC is closed under sum. The following definition
describes the most basic combinatorial idea for the wonderful models.

Definition 4.1. A subsetP of C is abuilding setif everyA ∈ C is the direct
sumA =

⊕
iBi of the maximal elementsBi of P that are contained inA,

such that, in addition, for everyC ∈ C withC ⊆ A alsoC =
⊕

i(C ∩Bi).
Elements of a building set are calledbuilding blocks.

Our definition is a slight specialization of the one in [22, Theorem (2) in
2.3]. In their notation, our building setsP are those for whichC = CP (see
[22, 2.3]). Note that a building set is not in general closed under sum again.
Definition 4.1 singles out subsetsP of C for which taking the closure of
(44) makes sense. Indeed one has

Theorem 4.1(De Concini, Procesi). If P is a building set, then the closure
YP of the graph of (44) provides a smooth model for the arrangementVC . Its
divisor E is the union of smooth irreducible componentsEA, one for each
A ∈ P . 2

4.3. Irreducibility and building sets. Let us now turn toward the building
sets and the wonderful models forV = MV0 andC = Csing(Γ) or Cdiv(Γ).
We review some basic notions from [22] and apply them to the special case
of graph arrangements.

Definition 4.2. For anA ∈ C a decompositionofA is a family of non-zero
A1, . . . , Ak ∈ C such thatA = A1⊕ . . .⊕Ak and, for everyB ⊂ A,B ∈ C,
alsoB ∩ A1, . . . , B ∩ Ak ∈ C andB = (B ∩ A1) ⊕ . . . ⊕ (B ∩ Ak). If
A admits only the trivial decomposition it is calledirreducible. The set of
irreducible elements is denotedF(C).

By induction on the dimension eachA ∈ C has a decomposition into
irreducible subspaces (This decomposition can be seen to beunique [22,
Prop. 2.1]).

It is easily seen thatA is irreducible if and only if there are noA1, A2 ∈ C
such thatA = A1⊕A2 andB = (B∩A1)+(B∩A2) for allB ⊂ A,B ∈ C.
For ifA = A1⊕A2⊕A′

2 is a decomposition ofA, thenA = A1⊕(A2⊕A′
2)

is a decomposition ofA into two terms since(B ∩ A2) ⊕ (B ∩ A′
2) ⊆

B ∩ (A2 ⊕ A′
2). This observation can be improved as follows.

Lemma 4.1. For A ∈ C to be irreducible it is
(i) sufficient that for all A1, A2 ∈ C one of which isirreducible, sat-

isfyingA = A1 ⊕ A2 there is aB ∈ C, B ⊂ A, such thatB 6=
(B ∩A1) + (B ∩A2), and

(i) necessarythat for all A1, A2 ∈ C with A = A1 ⊕ A2 there is an
irreducibleB ∈ C, B ⊂ A, such thatB 6= (B ∩ A1) + (B ∩A2).
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Proof. (i) This follows from the existence of a decomposition into irre-
ducible elements (remark after the definition).
(ii) Let A = A1 ⊕ A2 andB ⊂ A,B ∈ C. Let us sayB disturbs if
B 6= (B ∩ A1) + (B ∩ A2). AssumeB disturbs. LetB = B ′ ⊕ Br be
a decomposition withB ′ irreducible. If neitherB ′ norBr disturbed, then
neither wouldB, for B = B ′ + Br = (B ′ ∩ A1) +(B ′ ∩ A2) +(Br ∩ A1)
+(Br ∩ A2) ⊆ (B ′ + Br) ∩ A1 + (B ′ + Br) ∩ A2 = B ∩ A1 + B ∩ A2.
ConsequentlyB ′ or (using inductionB → Br) an irreducible component of
Br is an irreducible disturbing element. 2

We now describe the irreducible elements ofCsing(Γ), Cdiv(Γ). Recall from
section 2.3 that a subgraphγ is called connected if it is connected with re-
spect to the set of non-isolated verticesVeff(γ). For two partitionsP1, P2 on
a given set writeP1 ≤ P2 if Q ∈ P1 impliesQ ⊆ Q′ for someQ′ ∈ P2.
WriteP1 < P2 if P1 ≤ P2 andP1 6= P2.

Definition 4.3. Let G be a collection of subgraphs ofΓ. A subgraphγ of
Γ is called irreducible wrt.G if for all subgraphsγ1, γ2 ∈ G, one of them
assumed connected, – defining partitionsP1 = cc(γ1), P2 = cc(γ2) on
V (γ) – such thatP1 ∪P2 = cc(γ) andP1 ∩P2 = 0 there exists a connected
subgraphg ∈ G with cc(g) ≤ cc(γ) which is not the union of a subgraph in
P1 with a subgraph inP2. (A subgraph inPi is a subgraphgi of Γ such that
cc(gi) ∩ Pi = cc(gi).) Otherwiseγ is calledreducible.

It follows from the definition that all subgraphs with only two connected
vertices(|Veff(γ)| = 2) are irreducible (because there are no suchP1 and
P2 at all). Also, every irreducible graph is connected. Indeed, let γ be ir-
reducible wrt.G andγ have for example two componentsγ = γ1 ⊔ γ2.
TakingP1 = cc(γ1) andP2 = cc(γ2) one arrives at a contradiction (See
also Proposition 4.3 later for a reason why this argument works for G the
set of divergent graphs). Note that the notion of irreducibility of γ wrt. G
depends only oncc(γ) andG.

It turns out that the irreducible graphs are exactly those which provide irre-
ducible subspaces:

Proposition 4.1.

(45) F(Csing(Γ)) = {Aγ ∈ Csing(Γ) : γ irred. wrt. all subgraphs ofΓ},

F(Cdiv(Γ)) = {Aγ ∈ Cdiv(Γ) : γ divergent and irreducible wrt.(46)

all divergent subgraphs ofΓ},

(47) F(Csing(Kn)) = {Aγ ∈ Csing(Kn) : γ connected}.
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Proof. (45)-(46): Using the fact that irreducible graphs are connected
and Lemma 4.1, one can apply Proposition 2.5 and Proposition2.6 to trans-
form the statementsAγ = Aγ1 ⊕ Aγ2 andAg = Ag ∩ Aγ1 + Ag ∩Aγ2 into
cc(γ) = cc(γ1)∪cc(γ2), cc(γ1)∩cc(γ2) = 0 andcc(g) = (cc(g)∩cc(γ1))∪
(cc(g) ∩ cc(γ2)).
(47): Since the connectedness ofγ is necessary forAγ to be irreducible,
we only need to show sufficiency. Let thereforeγ, γ1, γ2 be connected sub-
graphs ofKn such thatcc(γ) = cc(γ1)∪cc(γ2) andcc(γ1)∩cc(γ2) = 0. Pick
an edgee ∈ E(Kn) which joins a vertex inVeff(γ1) with one inVeff(γ2).
This gives anAe ∈ Csing(Kn) such thatAe ∩ Aγ1 = Ae ∩ Aγ2 = {0}. Con-
sequentlyAγ is irreducible. 2

Recall the definition of a building set, Definition 4.1, whichwe can now
rephrase as follows: AllA ∈ C have a decomposition (in the sense of Defi-
nition 4.2) into themaximalbuilding blocks contained inA.

The irreducible elementsF(C) of a collectionC are the minimal building
set for the compactification ofV \

⋃
A∈C A

⊥.

Proposition 4.2.The irreducible elementsF(C), andC itself, form building
sets inC, andF(C) ⊆ P ⊆ C for every building setP in C.

Proof. (see also [22][Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 (3)]) EveryA ∈ C
has a decomposition into irreducible elementsBi. Assume one of them is
not maximal, sayA =

⊕
iBi with B1 ( B ∈ F(C). Let C ∈ C, C ⊂ B,

thenB =
⊕

i(B∩Bi) withC =
⊕

i(C∩Bi) =
⊕

iC ∩ (B∩Bi) would be
a nontrivial decomposition ofB. ThereforeF(C) is a building set. Let now
P be an arbitrary building set, andA ∈ F(C). There is a decomposition of
A into maximal building blocks, but sinceA is irreducible the decomposi-
tion is trivial andA is a building block itself. ConsequentlyF(C) ⊆ P .
The remaining statements are obvious. 2

We conclude this section with a short remark about reducibledivergent
graphs.

Proposition 4.3. Letγ ⊆ Γ be divergent, and letAγ = Aγ1 ⊕ . . .⊕Aγk
be

a decomposition inCdiv(Γ). We may assume that theγi are saturated, that
is γi = (γi)s. Then allγi are divergent themselves.

Proof. Using (15), we need to conclude(d − 2)|E(γi)| = dimAγi
from

(d − 2)|E(γ)| = dimAγ. Since theγi decomposeγ and are saturated,
we have a disjoint unionE(γ) = E(γ1) ⊔ . . . ⊔ E(γk). Also dimAγ =∑

i dimAγi
. Consequently, if we had ani such that(d − 2)|E(γi)| �
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dimAγi
, then there would be aj such that(d − 2)|E(γj)|  dimAγj

,
in contradiction toΓ being at most logarithmic (see Definition 2.2). 2

4.4. Nested sets.LetP be a building set inC.We are now ready to describe
the wonderful modelsYP . Note thatVC = VF(C) since(A1 ⊕A2)

⊥ = A⊥
1 ∩

A⊥
2 . Consequently, using Proposition 4.2,VC = VP . The charts forYP are

assembled fromnestedsets of subspaces, defined as follows (see also [22,
Section 2.4])

Definition 4.4. A subsetN of P is nested wrt.P (or P-nested) if for any
A1, . . . , Ak ∈ N pairwise non-comparable we have

∑k
i=1Ai 6∈ P (unless

k = 1).

Note that in particular theF(C)-nested sets are sets ofirreducible sub-
spaces. We now determine theP-nested sets ofC = Csing(Γ), Cdiv(Γ),
Csing(Kn) for the minimal and maximal building setsP = F(C) andP =
C, respectively. Letγ be a subgraph ofΓ. Recall from section 2.3 thatAγ

depends only on the partitioncc(γ) of the vertex setV (Γ).

Proposition 4.4. A subsetN = {Aγ1, . . . , Aγk
} is nested inC = Csing(Γ)

(resp.Cdiv(Γ))

(i) wrt. P = C if and only if the set{cc(γ1), . . . , cc(γk)} is linearly
ordered by the strict order< of partitions,

(ii) wrt. P = F(C) if and only if theγi are irreducible wrt. all (di-
vergent) subgraphs ofΓ, and for all I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, |I | ≥ 2,
the graph

⋃
i∈I γi is reducible wrt. (divergent) subgraphs, unless

cc(γi) < cc(γj) for somei, j ∈ I.

Recall that a union
⋃

i γi is reducible for example if theγi are pairwise
disjoint.

Proof. Straightforward from the definitions. 2

Proposition 4.5. A subsetN = {Aγ1, . . . , Aγk
} is nested inCsing(Kn)

wrt. the minimal building set if and only if theγi are connected and fori 6= j
if eitherVeff(γi) ⊂ Veff(γj), Veff(γj) ⊂ Veff(γi), or Veff(γi) ∩ Veff(γj) = ∅.

Proof. Straightforward from (47). 2

We recall further notions from [22, Section 2]. LetP be a building set
andN a P-nested set forC. For everyx ∈ V ∨ \ {0}, the set of sub-
spaces inN ′ = N ∪ {V ∨} containingx is linearly ordered by inclusion
and non-empty. Writep(x) for the minimal element inN ′. This defines a
mapp : V ∨ \ {0} → N ′.
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Definition 4.5. A basisB of V ∨ is adaptedto N if, for all A ∈ N the set
B ∩ A generatesA. A markingof B is, for all A ∈ N , the choice of an
elementxA ∈ B with p(xA) = A.

In the case of arrangements coming from graphs,C = Csing(Γ), Cdiv(Γ),
particular bases are obtained from spanning forests, cf. Proposition 2.4.

Proposition 4.6.Lett be a spanning tree ofΓ. Then the basisB = {(e∨iΓ)j :
e ∈ E(t), j = 0, . . . , d− 1} of (MV0)∨ is adapted toN = {Aγ1, . . . , Aγk

}
if and only if the graph with edges{e ∈ E(t) : e ≤ cc(γi)} is a spanning
forest forcc(γi) for all i = 1, . . . , k.

Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 2.4. 2

We call such a spanning forest anadapted spanning forest. Also, a marking
of the basis corresponds to a certain subforestE(tM) ⊆ E(t) with k + 1
edges, and a choice of one out ofd upper indices for each edge.

Proposition 4.7.LetN be aP-nested set forC = Csing(Γ) or Cdiv(Γ). Then
there exists an adapted spanning tree.

Proof. By induction on the dimension: LetAγ1, . . . , Aγh
be the maximal

elements inN contained in a givenAγ. Assume an adapted spanning for-
est (see Proposition 4.6) for each of theAγi

is chosen. The union of these
bases is then a basisB′ for

⊕
iAγi

(the sum is direct becauseN is nested
and theAγi

maximal). The set{(e∨iΓ)j : e ∈ E(γ)} is a generating set
for Aγ. Extending the basisB′ to a basis forAγ using elements of this gen-
erating set provides, by Proposition 2.4, an adapted spanning forest forγ.2

Let us now return to marked bases in general. A marking of an adapted
basisB provides a partial order onB : y1 � y2 if p(y1) ⊆ p(y2) andy2 is
marked. This partial order determines a mapρ : V → V as follows. Con-
sider the elements ofB = {y1, . . . , ym} as (nonlinear) coordinates on the
sourceV. The (linear) coordinates(x1, . . . , xm) of the imageρ(y1, . . . , ym)
are given by

(48) xi =
∏

yi�yj

yj =

{
yi

∏
p(yi)⊂A yA if yi is not marked,∏

p(yi)⊂A yA if yi is marked.

The mapρ, and already the partial order�, determine implicitly a sequence
of blowups. Indeed

Proposition 4.8. (see[22, Lemma 3.1])
(i) ρ is a birational morphism,

(ii) ρ({yA = 0}) = A⊥ and
(iii) ρ restricts to an isomorphismV \

⋃
A∈N{yA = 0} ∼= V \

⋃
A∈N A⊥.
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(iv) Let x ∈ V ∨ \ {0} andp(x) = A ∈ N . Thenx = xAPx(yi), where
xA =

∏
yA�yi

yi andPx is a polynomial depending on the variables
yi < xA, and linear in each variable, that is∂2Px/∂y

2
i = 0.

2

4.5. Properties of the Wonderful Models. Recall the definition (44) of
the wondeful models:YP is the closure ofV \ VP in V ×

∏
A∈P P(V/A⊥).

The birational mapβ : YP → V is simply the projection onto the first factor
V. Let N be aP-nested set inC, andB an adapted, marked basis ofV ∨.
Both determine a birational mapρ : V → V as defined in (48). For a given
building blockB ∈ P setZB = {Px = 0, x ∈ B} ⊂ V. The composition of
ρwith the rational mapV → V/A⊥ → P(V/A⊥) is then defined as a regular
morphism outside ofZB . Doing this for every factor in

∏
A∈P P(V/A⊥),

one gets an open embeddingjBN : UB
N = V \

⋃
B∈P ZB →֒ YP [22, Theorem

3.1]. WriteY B
N = jBN (UB

N ). AsN and the marking ofB vary, one obtains an
atlas((jBN )−1, UB

N ) for YP . Note that the sign convention of (26) in order to
make the orientation of the exceptional divisor explicit isdiscontinued from
here on. It is shown in [22, Theorem 3.1] that the divisorE = β−1(VP) is
given locally by

(49) (jBN )−1(E ∩ Y B
N ) =

{
∏

A∈N

yA = 0

}
.

Remarks.In the case of the complete graphKn, the minimal wonderful
modelYF(Csing(Kn)) is known as the Fulton-MacPherson compactification
[25], while the maximal wonderful modelYCsing(Kn) has been described in
detail by Ulyanov [43]. For any graph, the benefit of the minimal model
is that the divisor is small in the sense that it has only a minimal number
of irreducible components, whereas the actual construction by a sequence
of blowups is less canonical. On the other hand, for the maximal model,
which has a larger number of irreducible components, one canproceed in
the obvious way blowing up the center and then strict transforms by increas-
ing dimension. See figures 1, 2, 3 for an example whereM is supposed
one-dimensional in order to be able to draw a picture. Also the resolution
of projective hyperplane arrangements described in [24] and referred to in
[11, Lemma 5.1] proceeds by increasing dimension but corresponds to the
minimal wonderful model nonetheless. This is a special effect due to the
fact that the strict transforms of hyperplanes, having codimension 1, do not
need to be blown up. If the subspaces in the arrangement have higher codi-
mension, the blowup sequence will be different. See [25,43]and [22, The-
orem 3.2] for details.
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FIGURE 1. A picture ofRV0
sing(K4).

4.6. Examples. For the fixed vertex setV = {1, 2, 3, 4} we consider a
series of graphs onV with increasing complexity. Only some of them are
relevant for renormalization.

Γ1 = Γ4 =

Γ2 = Γ5 =

Γ3 = Γ6 =

For these graphs, we examine the arrangementsMV0
sing andMV0

div, the irre-
ducible subspaces and nested sets for the minimal and maximal building
set, respectively. WriteAij for Ae with e an edge connecting the vertices
i andj. Note thatA12 + A23 = A13 + A23 = A12 + A13 etc., and in the
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FIGURE 2. (Spherical) blowup of the origin inRV0
sing(K4),

where projective spaces are replaced by spheres. The maxi-
mal wonderful model would proceed by blowing up all strict
transforms of lines incident to the exceptional divisor, and
finally the strict transforms of the planes.

examples a choice of basis is made.

Csing(Γ1) = {A12, A23, A34, and sums thereof}

Csing(Γ2)
Csing(Γ3)
Csing(Γ4)




 = {A12, A23, A24, A34, and sums thereof}

Csing(Γ5) = {A12, A13, A23, A24, A34, and sums thereof}

Csing(Γ6) = {A12, A13, A14, A23, A24, A34, and sums thereof}
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FIGURE 3. Minimal (spherical) model ofRV0
sing(K4), cor-

responding to the Fulton-MacPherson compactification of
the configuration space of 4 points inR. After the central
blowup, only those strict transforms of lines are blown up
which are not a normal crossing intersection in the first
place.

The divergent arrangements are determined by the followingcollections of
dual spaces:

Cdiv(Γ1) = ∅

Cdiv(Γ2) = {A12}

Cdiv(Γ3) = {A34, A23 + A34}

Cdiv(Γ4) = {A12, A34, A23 + A34, A12 + A34, A12 + A23 + A34}

Cdiv(Γ5) = {A34, A23 + A34, A12 + A23 + A34}

Cdiv(Γ6) = {A12 + A23 + A34}
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The irreducible singular subspace collections are

F(Csing(Γ1)) = {A12, A23, A34}

F(Csing(Γ2))
F(Csing(Γ3))
F(Csing(Γ4))




 = {A12, A23, A24, A34, A23 + A34}

F(Csing(Γ5)) = {A12, A13, A23, A24, A34,

A12 + A13, A23 + A24, A12 + A23 + A34}

F(Csing(Γ6)) = {A12, A13, A14, A23, A24, A34,

A12 + A13, A12 + A14, A13 + A14, A23 + A34,

A12 + A23 + A34}

Remark.Note that these irreducible single subspace collections are in one-
to-one correspondence with the terms generated by the core Hopf algebra
[12, 37] if one takes into account the multiplicities generated by a labeling
of vertices. A detailed comparison is left to future work.

The irreducible divergent subspace collections are

F(Cdiv(Γ1)) = ∅

F(Cdiv(Γ2)) = {A12}

F(Cdiv(Γ3)) = {A34, A23 + A34}

F(Cdiv(Γ4)) = {A12, A34, A23 + A34}

F(Cdiv(Γ5)) = {A34, A23 + A34, A12 + A23 + A34}

F(Cdiv(Γ6)) = {A12 + A23 + A34}

The maximal nested sets of the divergent collection wrt. theminimal build-
ing set:

for Γ1 : ∅

for Γ2 : {A12}

for Γ3 : {A23 + A34, A34}

for Γ4 : {A12, A23 + A34, A34}

for Γ5 : {A12 + A23 + A34, A23 + A34, A34}

for Γ6 : {A12 + A23 + A34}
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The maximal nested sets of the divergent collection wrt. themaximal build-
ing set:

for Γ1 : ∅

for Γ2 : {A12}

for Γ3 : {A23 + A34, A34}

for Γ4 : {A12 + A23 + A34, A12 + A34, A12},

{A12 + A23 + A34, A12 + A34, A34},

{A12 + A23 + A34, A23 + A34, A34}

for Γ5 : {A12 + A23 + A34, A23 + A34, A34}

for Γ6 : {A12 + A23 + A34}

5. LAURENT COEFFICIENTS OF THE MEROMORPHIC EXTENSION

5.1. The Feynman distribution pulled back onto the wonderful model.
Recall the definition (4) of the Feynman distributionuΓ =

∏
i<j u0(xi −

xj)
nij . We writeuΓ = Φ∗uΓ whereΦ is the projection along the thin di-

agonal defined at the end of section 2.1. It is clear from the discussion in
section 2 thatuΓ = (i⊕d

Γ )∗u
⊗|E(Γ)|
0 where defined. Letβ : YP → MV0 be a

wonderful model for the arrangementMV0
div(Γ) orMV0

sing(Γ). The purpose of
this section is to study the regularized pullbackβ∗ũs

Γ (as a density-valued
meromorphic function ofs) of ũs

Γ ontoYP \ E.

Theorem 5.1. Let N be aP-nested set inCdiv(Γ) (Csing(Γ)), and B =
{yi

e : e ∈ E(t), i = 0, . . . , d − 1} an adapted basis with marked elements
yiA

A , A ∈ N . Then, in the chartUB
N ,

(50) β∗uΓ({yi
e}) = fΓ({yi

e})
∏

A∈N

(yiA
A )nA

wherefΓ ∈ L1
loc(U

B
N ) (C∞(UB

N )), andnA ∈ −2N. More precisely

(51) nAγ = (2 − d)|E(γs)|.

In addition,fΓ isC∞ in the variablesyiA
A , A ∈ N .

Note: γs is the subgraph defined in Definition 2.1. Divergent subgraphs
are saturated (Proposition 2.1). We writefΓ({yi

e}) for fΓ(y0
e1
, . . . , yd−1

e|E(t)|
)

etc.

Proof. Recall from section 4.5 that the mapβ is given in the chartUB
N
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by ρ (see (48)):

ρ :
d−1∑

j=0

∑

e∈E(t)

yj
eb

j
e 7→

d−1∑

j=0

∑

e∈E(t)

∏

yj
e�yk

e′

yk
e′b

j
e

where� is the partial order on the basisB = {yj
e} of (MV0)∨ adapted to

N . Consequently, using (25),

β∗uΓ({yj
e}) = u

⊗E(Γ)
0 i⊕d

Γ ρ({yj
e})

=
∏

e∈E(Γ)

u0

({
Σe′;eΠy

j

e′
�yk

e′′
yk

e′′

}d−1

j=0

)
.(52)

By Proposition 4.8 (iv), eachξj
e =

∑
e′;e x

j
e′ = Σe′;eΠyj

e′
�yk

e′′
yk

e′′ is a

productxiA
A Pξj

e
({yi

j}) whereA = p(ξj
e) ∈ N (Special case:xiA

A = 1 if

p(ξj
e) 6∈ N ). As u0 is homogeneous (2), the factorxiA

A =
∏

A⊆B∈N yB
iB ,

can be pulled out, supplied with an exponent2−d.SincexiA
A =

∏
A⊆B yB

iB ,

the factor(y
iAγ

Aγ
)2−d occurrs once for eache ∈ E(Γ) such thatAe ⊆ Aγ,

in other words for eache ≤ cc(γ). Hence (51). We finally show that the
remaining factor

(53) fΓ({yj
i }) =

∏

e∈E(Γ)

u0({Pξ
j
e
({yk

i })}
d−1
j=0)

of β∗uΓ satisfiesfΓ ∈ L1
loc(U

B
N ) if the divergent arrangement was resolved

or fΓ ∈ C∞(UB
N ) if the singular arrangement was resolved, respectively.

The setUB
N contains by definition (see section 4.5) no point with coor-

dinatesyj
i such that for any building blockB ∈ P all Px({y

j
i }) = 0,

x ∈ B. In the case ofCsing(Γ), all Ae ∈ P , (e ∈ E(Γ)), since they
are irreducible, see Proposition 4.2. On the other hand,Ae is spanned
by theξj

e , j = 0, . . . , d − 1. Therefore for noe ∈ E(Γ) all d of thePξj
e

(j = 0, . . . , d − 1) in (53) vanish onUB
N . Hence, using (3),fΓ ∈ C∞(UB

N ).
In the case ofCdiv(Γ), let γ be divergent. By Proposition 4.3 we may as-
sume without loss thatAγ is irreducible. ThereforeAγ ∈ P as in the first
case. By the same argument as above, not all thePξ

j
e

in the arguments of∏
e∈E(γ) u0 can vanish at the same time onUB

N , whence this product is now

locally integrable. In order to see thatfΓ is C∞ in the yiA
A , it suffices to

show that not alld of the Pξj
e
({yk

i }) → 0 (for j = 0, . . . , d − 1) as the

yiA
A → 0 while the other coordinates are fixed. From Proposition 4.8 (iv)

we know that everyPx is linear in theyiA
A , if therefore allPξj

e
vanished at

someyiA
A = 0 they would haveyiA

A as a common factor. This contradicts
Proposition 4.8 as thenp(ξe) ⊆ A. 2
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In the preceding theorem,uΓ was pulled back alongβ as a distribution. The
next corollary clarifies the situation for the densityβ∗ũΓ = β∗(uΓ|dx|). We
write |dy| for |dy0

e1
∧ . . . ∧ dyd−1

ek
|.

Corollary 5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1,

(54) β∗ũΓ({yi
e})|dy| = fΓ({yi

e})
∏

A∈N

|yiA
A |mA|dy|

where

(55) mAγ = 2|E(γs)| − ddimH1(γs) − 1 ≥ −1.

In the case of the divergent arrangementCdiv(Γ), all mAγ = −1, and more-
over

(56) β∗ũs
Γ({yi

e})|dy| = f s
Γ({yi

e})
∏

A∈N

|yiA
A |−dAs+dA−1|dy|

wheredA = dimA.

We also writedγ = dAγ .

Proof. Formally,

|dx| = |
∧

e∈E(t),j=0...,d−1

dxj
e| = |

∧
d

∏

y
j
e�yk

e′

yk
e′ |

=
∏

A∈N

|yiA
A |qA|

∧
dyj

e |

where theqA are determined as follows. Since thexj
e, (j = 0, . . . , d − 1)

spanAe, the factory
iAγ

Aγ
appears from alldxj

e such thate ≤ cc(γ), except

one, namelydx
iAγ

Aγ
itself which corresponds to the marking. Sincet is an

adapted spanning tree, the set{e ∈ E(t) : e ≤ cc(γ)} defines a spanning
forest ofγ, and one concludes using Proposition 2.4 thatqAγ = dγ − 1.
Finally note thatdimH1(γs) = |E(γs)|−dγ/d andΓ is at most logarithmic.
2

5.2. Combinatorial description of the Laurent coefficients. Let V =
V (Γ), E = E(Γ) and p : V → V ′ a map of sets which is not injec-
tive. In the dual this defines a mapp∨ : RV ′

→ RV sending
∑

v∈V ′ αv′v
′ to∑

v∈V αp(v)v. LetE(γ) ⊆ E(Γ). Then the graphγp with vertex setV (γp) =

V ′ and set of edgesE(γp) = E(γ) such thatδγp = δγ◦p
∨ : RV (γp) → RE(γp)

(see (15)) is calledthe graphγ contracted along p.
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FIGURE 4. The edges ofs are broken lines, the edges of
t \ s full lines. pt,s({v0, v1, v2, v3}) = v0, pt,s(v4) = v4,
pt,s({v5, v6, v7}) = v5, pt,s(v8) = v8, pt,s(v9) = v9.

Note: The graph contracted alongp may have loops. It is not necessar-
ily a subgraph ofΓ anymore.

We assume, as in (6), a distinguished vertexv0 ∈ V (Γ) such thatV0 =
V (Γ) \ {v0}. Let nowt be a spanning tree ofΓ ands ⊆ t a subforest oft.
This defines a mappt,s : V (Γ) → V (Γ) as follows: Letv ∈ V (Γ) be given.
Sincet is a spanning tree ofΓ, there is a unique pathtv in t from v0 to v.
Let pt,s(v) be the unique vertex which is connected tov by edges ofs only
and is nearest tov0 on the pathtv. See figure 4 for an example. This gives
us a graphΓpt,s . It is obvious from the construction thatt \ s is a spanning
forest ofΓpt,s whereas all edges ofs are transformed into loops.

Let N = {Aγ1, . . . , Aγk
} be aP-nested set inCsing(Γ) or Cdiv(Γ). Let t be

an adapted spanning tree. Allγi are assumed saturated. We define the graph
γi//N as follows. LetAγj1

, . . . , Aγjl
be the maximal elements⊆ Aγi

. Let
s be the forest defined byE(s) = E(t) ∩ (E(γj1) ∪ . . . ∪ E(γjl

)). Then
γi//N is the graph with edgesE(γi) \

⋃l
m=1 E(γjm) contracted along the

mappt,s.

The graphγi//N obviously depends ont, although only up to a permu-
tation of the vertices, as is easily verified.

Lemma 5.1. Under the assumptions above:

(i) The graphγi//N has no loops.
(ii) If γi is connected, so isγi//N (wrt. Veff(γi//N )).

(iii) In the case of the divergent collectionCdiv(Γ), let N be a maximal
nested set. Ifγi is connected,γi//N is at most logarithmic and
primitive. Thereforeres(γi//N ) is defined (see (43)).
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(iv) In this caseres(γi//N ) does not depend upon the choice of an
adapted spanning treet.

Note that forP = F(C) everyγi is connected (as it is irreducible). For
non-connectedγi, the statements hold for each component.

Proof. (i) Supposee were a loop inγi//N at the vertexv. Sinceγi has
no loops,|p−1

t,s (v)| > 1. However,pt,s moves only the vertices adjacent to
edges ofs. We concludee ∈ E(γjm) as theγj are saturated, and have a
contradiction.
(ii) By constructionp∨(

∑
v′∈Veff(γi//N ) v

′) = p∨(
∑

v′∈V (γi//N ) v
′) =

∑
v∈V (γi)

v

since the sum is overall vertices ofVeff(γi) (the vertices not inVeff map to0).
On the other hand,p∨(x) of a sumx =

∑
v′∈U v

′ whereU ( Veff(γi//N ),
is not contained inspan

∑
v∈V (γi)

v. Write δ = δγi
andδp = δ(γi)p

.

0 - H0(γi) - RV (γi) δ - RE(γi)

0 - H0(γi//N ) - RVeff(γi//N )

p∨

6

δp- RE(γi)\∪l
m=1E(γjm)

6

Note thatδp as a map intoRE((γi)p) is the same as as a map intoRE(γi//N )

since the missing edges are all loops. Consequently, ifx ∈ ker δp, then
p∨(x) ∈ ker δ, by definition of (γi)p. However, becauseγi is connected,
ker δ = span

∑
v∈V (γi)

v. Thereforedim ker δp = 1, if δp is restricted to
Veff(γi//N ), and henceγi//N connected.
(iii) By definition, a graphγ onV (Γ) is divergent if and only ifdimAγ =
(d− 2)|E(γ)|. It is convergent ifdimAγ > (d− 2)|E(γ)|. We may restrict
ourselves to saturated subgraphs because the number of edges increases the
susceptibility to divergences, and every divergent graph is saturated. Let
γp ⊆ γi//N be saturated as a subgraph ofγi//N . ThereforeE(γp) ⊆

E(γi)\
⋃l

m=1 E(γjm). Let nowγs be the saturated graph forγp as a subgraph
of γi. Sincep maps each component ofγjm to a single vertex,γi//N has∑l

m=1 dimAγjm
components more thanγi. More generally,

dimAγp = dimAγs − dimAs∩γs .

On the other hand,

|E(γp)| = |E(γs)| − |E((s ∩ γs)s)|.

Therefore(d − 2)|E(γp)| ≤ dimAγp, and equality only ifγs = γi (equiv-
alently γp = γi//N ) by the maximality ofN . It follows that γi//N is
divergent, and proper subgraphsγp of γi//N are convergent, divergent,
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worse than logarithmically divergent if and only if they areas subgraphs of
γi; whenceγi//N is also at most logarithmic and primitive.
(iv) Let t, t′ be two choices of an adapted spanning tree. Thent \ s and
t′ \ s′ are spanning trees ofγi//N , and by the argument in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 (ii)res γi//N is independent of the basis chosen. 2

We will shortly use this lemma in connection with the following theorem,
which helps understand the geometry of the divisorE in YP .

Theorem 5.2. (see[22, Theorem 3.2]) Let β : YP → V be a wonderful
model.

(i) The divisor isE =
⋃

A∈P EA withEA smooth irreducible andβ(EA) =
A⊥.

(ii) The componentsEA1 , . . . , EAk
have nonempty intersection if and

only if the set{A1, . . . , Ak} isP-nested. In this case the intersection
is transversal.

2

We also writeEγ for EAγ .

We consider only the divergent caseCdiv(Γ) with arbitrary building setP
and conclude for the Laurent expansion ats = 1 :

Theorem 5.3. Let w̃s
Γ = β∗ũs

Γ as a density.
(i) The densitỹws

Γ has a pole of orderNmax at s = 1, whereNmax is
the cardinality of the largest nested set2.

(ii) Let

(57) w̃s
Γ =

∞∑

k=−Nmax

ãΓ,k(s− 1)k.

Then, fork ≤ −1,

supp ãΓ,k =
⋃

|N |=−k

⋂

Aγ∈N

Eγ,

which is a subset of codimension−k. The union is overP-nested
setsN .

(iii) LetP = F(Cdiv(Γ)). Recall that1 denotes the constant function 1.
Then

(58) ãΓ,−Nmax[1] =
∑

|N |=Nmax

∏

Aγ∈N

res(γ//N ).

2We suspect, but this is not needed here, that in the divergentarrangement all maximal
nested sets have (equal) cardinalityNmax.
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where allγ are assumed saturated.

Recall from Theorem 5.1 thatfΓ is C∞ in theyiA
A . Therefore the canon-

ical regularization can be used consistently (see (35)). The identity (58) is
known as a consequence of the scattering formula in [20] in a momentum
space context. More general identities for the higher coefficients can be ob-
tained but are not necessary for the purpose of this paper.

Proof. (i) From (56),w̃s
Γ|dy| = f s

Γ

∏
A∈N |yiA

A |(dA−1)−dAs|dy| in local co-
ordinates. By the results of section 3.3, in particular (38),

(59) w̃s
Γ|dy| = f s

Γ

∏

A∈N

(
−

2δ0(y
iA
A )

dA(s− 1)
+ |yiA

A |(dA−1)−dAs
fin

)
|dy|,

whence the first statement.
(ii) This follows from (59), using thatEγ is locally given byy

iAγ

Aγ
= 0. The-

orem 5.2 (ii) shows that the codimension isk.
(iii) Throughout this proof we assume allγ defining the nested set are sat-
urated. By Theorem 5.2 (ii), for|N | = Nmax, the set∩γ∈NEγ intersects
no otherEγ′ , γ′ 6∈ N . Using (ii), ãΓ,−Nmax is in fact supported on a disjoint
union subsets of codimensionNmax, and we may computẽaΓ,−Nmax [1] on
each of them and sum the results up. It suffices, therefore, toshow
(60)

(−2)Nmax

∫
fΓ

∏

Aγ∈N

δ0(y
iAγ

Aγ
)/dγ |dy| =

∏

Aγ∈N

res(γ//N ) (in UB
N )

for all maximal nested setsN . Integration inside one chart suffices since
there is no other nested setN ′ such thatj(UN ′) covers∩Aγ∈NEγ and charts
from another choice of marked basis need not be considered, see the argu-
ment in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (ii). Recall (25) onMV0 and (52)

wΓ({yj
e}) = (β∗uΓ)({yj

e}) =
∏

e∈E(Γ)

u0({
∑

e′;e

∏

yj

e′
�yk

e′′

yk
e′′}

d−1
j=0).

inUB
N . In order to studyfΓ|

y
iAγ
Aγ

=0
one observes that all products

∏
yj

e′
�yk

e′′
yk

e′′

vanish aty
iAγ

Aγ
= 0, oncee′ ∈ E(γ). If all d componentsx0

e′ , . . . , x
d−1
e′ of

all e′ ; e vanish at the same time, this does not affectfΓ, as it is taken
care of by a power ofyiA

A pulled out ofuΓ in (50). Consequently, for a fixed
e ∈ E(Γ),

u0({
∑

e′:e′;e

∏

yj

e′
�yk

e′′

yk
e′′}

d−1
j=0)

∏

Aγ∈N ,e∈E(γ)

(y
iAγ

Aγ
)d−2

∏

Aγ∈N

δ0(y
iAγ

Aγ
)
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= u0({
∑

e′:e′;e and ∀Aγ∈N

e′∈E(γ)⇒e∈E(γ)

∏

y
j

e′
�yk

e′′

yk
e′′}

d−1
j=0)

∏

Aγ∈N ,e∈E(γ)

(y
iAγ

Aγ
)d−2.

On the other hand, consider the graphγ//N whereγ ∈ N .Writep = ptγ ,sγ

whereE(tγ) = E(t)∩E(γ), t is the chosen adapted spanning tree forΓ and
sγ the subforest defined by the maximal elements of the nested set contained
in γ. Sinceγ is connected,tγ is a spanning tree ofγ.A vertexv0,γ ∈ Veff(tγ)
is chosen. For each componentc of sγ there is a unique elementvc ∈ Veff(c)
which is nearest tov0,γ in tγ. By definition,

p∨(v) =






∑
v′∈Veff(c) v

′ if v = vc,

0 if v ∈ Veff(sγ) \
⋃
{vc},

v if v ∈ V (Γ) \ Veff(sγ).

Let x =
∑

e∈E(tγ) xebe with be = (−1)Qe
∑

v∈V1
v as in Proposition 2.7.

One findsp∨(be) = (−1)Qe
∑

v∈V1\V1∩Veff(c) v wherec is the component of
sγ which containse, andc = ∅ if e ∈ E(tγ \ sγ). In particularp∨(be) = be
if e ∈ E(tγ \ sγ). Consequently

iγ//N (x) = δp∨(x)

=
∑

e∈E(γ//N )

∑

e′∈E(tγ)

(−1)Qe′xe′

∑

v∈V1\V1∩Veff(c)

(v : e)e

=
∑

e∈E(γ//N )

∑

e′;e

e′∈E(tγ\sγ )

xe′e

wheretγ \ sγ is a spanning tree forγ//N . Therefore

ãγ//N ,−1 =
∏

e∈E(γ//N )

u0({
∑

e′;e

e′∈E(tγ\sγ)

∏

yj

e′
�yk

e′′

yk
e′′})

×
∏

γ⊆γ′∈N

(y
iA

γ′

Aγ′
)(d−2)|E(γ//N )||dy|.

In a final step, define for eache ∈ E(Γ) the minimal elementAγe ∈ N
such thate ∈ E(γe). We haveE(Γ) =

⊔
Aγ∈N

{e ∈ E(Γ) : γe = γ}

=
⊔

Aγ∈N
E(γ//N ) as is shown by a simple induction. SimilarlyE(t) =⊔

Aγ∈N
{e ∈ E(t) : γe = γ} =

⊔
Aγ∈N

E(tγ) \ E(sγ) is a decomposition
into spanning trees sincet is adapted. Write|dy| = |

∧
e∈E(t)

j=0,...,d−1
dyj

e| and
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|dŷ| = |
∧

e∈E(t),j=0,...,d−1

y
j
e 6=y

iA
A

dyj
e|. Then, inUB

N ,

ãΓ,−Nmax = w̃Γ({yj
e})

∏

Aγ∈N

|y
iAγ

Aγ
|δ0(y

iAγ

Aγ
)|dy|

=
∏

e∈E(Γ)

u0({
∑

e′:e′;e and ∀Aγ∈N

e′∈E(γ)⇒e∈E(γ)

∏

yj

e′
�yk

e′′

yk
e′′})

∏

Aγ∈N
e∈E(γ)

(y
iAγ

Aγ
)d−2|dŷ|

=
∏

Aγ∈N

(y
iAγ

Aγ
)(d−2)|E(γ)|

∏

e∈E(Γ)
γe=γ

u0({
∑

e′;e
γ
e′=γe

∏

y
j

e′
�yk

e′′

yk
e′′}

d−1
j=0)|dŷ|(61)

=
⊗

Aγ∈N

ãγ//N ,−1

Consequently (61) integrates to the product of residues as claimed. 2

Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 (ii) implicitly describe a stratification ofYP .
In the next section we will show that all the information relevant for renor-
malization is encoded in the geometry ofYP .

6. RENORMALIZATION ON THE WONDERFUL MODEL

In this section we describe a map that transformsw̃s
Γ = β∗ũs

Γ into a
renormalized distribution densitỹws

Γ,R, holomorphic ats = 1, such that
ũΓ,R = β∗w̃

s
Γ,R|s=1 is an extension ofuΓ onto all ofMV0 and satisfies the

following (equivalent) physical requirements:

(i) The terms subtracted fromuΓ in order to getuΓ,R can be rewritten
as counterterms in a renormalized local Lagrangian.

(ii) The uΓ,R satisfy the Epstein-Glaser recursion (renormalized equa-
tions of motion, Dyson-Schwinger equations).

One might be tempted to simply defineuΓ,R by discarding the pole part in
the Laurent expansion ofus

Γ,R ats = 1. However, unlessΓ is primitive, this
would not provide an extension satisfying those requirements, and the re-
sulting ”counterterms” would violate the locality principle. See [18, Section
5.2] for a simple example in momentum space. In order to get anextension
using local counterterms, one has to take into account the geometry ofYP .

The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is adressed in the original work of
Epstein and Glaser [23], see also [14, 17, 42]. We circumventa number of
technical issues by restricting ourselves to logarithmic divergences of mass-
less graphs on Euclidean space-time throughout the paper.
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6.1. Conditions for physical extensions.In this section we suppose as
given the unrenormalized distributionsuΓ ∈ D′(MV0 \MV0

div(Γ)), and ex-
amine what the physical condition (ii) implies for the renormalized distri-
butionuΓ,R ∈ D′(MV0) to be constructed.

Let V = {1, . . . , n} be the vertex set of all graphs under consideration.
The degree of a vertex is the number of adjacent edges. In the previous
sections,Γ was always supposed to be connected. Here we need discon-
nected graphs and sums of graphs. Therefore all graphs are supposed to be
subgraphs of theN-fold complete graphKN

n on n vertices withN edges
between each pair of vertices.N can always be chosen large enough as to
accomodate any graph, in a finite collection of graphsΓ onV, as one of its
subgraphs.

We write lV = (l1, . . . , ln) for an N0- multiindex satisfying
∑
li ∈ 2N0.

Also lV −kV = (l1−k1, . . . , ln−kn),
(

lV
kV

)
=

(
l1
k1

)
. . .

(
ln
kn

)
etc. LetV = I⊔J.

Let Bip(kI , kJ ) be the set of(I, J)-bipartite graphs onV, where the degree
of the vertexi is given byki. Finally, let (pI,J)∅(I(V be a partition of unity
subordinate to the open cover

⋃
∅(I(V CI of MV0 \ {0} with

CI = MV0 \MV0
sing(KI,V \I)

whereKI,J is the complete(I, J)-bipartite graph (i. e. the graph with ex-
actly one edge between eachi ∈ I and eachj ∈ J ). The setMV0

sing(KI,J ) is
therefore the locus where at least onexi − xj = 0 for i ∈ I, j ∈ J.

The Epstein-Glaser recursion for vacuum expectation values of time-ordered
products (see [17, Equation (31)]) is given, in a euclidean version, by the
equality
(62)

tlVV =
∑

V =I⊔J

Φ∗pI,J

lV∑

kV =0
P

i∈I li−ki=
P

j∈J lj−vj

(
lV
kV

)
tkI

I t
kJ

J

∑

Γ∈Bip(lI−kI ,lJ−kJ )

uΓ

on MV \ ∆ = Φ−1(MV0 \ {0}). The distributionstlVV therein, vaccuum
expectation values of time-ordered Wick products, relate to the single graph
distributionsuΓ and their renormalizationsuΓ,R as follows:

tlVV =
∑

Γ∈Gr(lV )

cΓuΓ onΦ−1(MV0 \MV0
sing(Kn))

tlVV =
∑

Γ∈Gr(lV )

cΓuΓ,R onMV(63)
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Gr(lV ) is the set of all graphsΓ with given vertex setV (Γ) such that the
degree of the vertexi is li. There are no external edges and no loops (edges
connecting to the same vertex at both ends). The combinatorial constants
cΓ =

Qn
i=1 li!

Q

i<j lij !
wherelij is the number of edges betweeni and j, are not

needed in the following. See [31, Appendix B] for the complete argument.

Proposition 6.1. On the level of single graphs, a sufficient condition for
equation (62) to hold is, for anyΓ,

(64) uΓ,R = uγ1,R · uγ2,R · uΓ\(γ1⊔γ2) onΦ−1(MV0 \MV0
sing(Γ \ (γ1 ⊔ γ2)))

wheneverγ1, γ2 are connected saturated subgraphs ofΓ, such thatVeff(γ1)∩
Veff(γ2) = ∅.

Note thatuγ1,R ·uγ2,R is in fact a tensor product sincecc(γ1)∩cc(γ2) = 0.
The locus where the remaining factoruΓ\(γ1⊔γ2) is notC∞ is excluded by re-
striction toMV0\MV0

sing(Γ\(γ1⊔γ2)). The product is therefore well-defined.
Note also that (64) trivially holds onMV0 \MV0

div(Γ) by the very definition
(4) of uΓ. Proposition 6.1 implies, in particular, that ifΓ is a disjoint union
(Γ = γ1 ⊔ γ2 andVeff(γ1) ∩ Veff(γ2) = ∅), thenuΓ,R = uγ1,R ⊗ uγ2,R every-
where.

The system of equations (64) is called the Epstein-Glaser recursion foruΓ,R.
Recursive equations of this kind are also referred to as renormalized Dyson-
Schwinger equations (equations of motion) in a momentum space context
[8,36].

Proof of Proposition 6.1. Let all uΓ,R satisfy the requirement of (64). We
only need the case where{I, J} with I = Veff(γ1), J = Veff(γ2) is a parti-
tion, i. e.I⊔J = V. SinceMV0

sing(Γ\(γ1⊔γ2)) ⊆ MV0
sing(KI,J ), (64) is valid

in particular onCI ⊇ supp pI,J . Furthermore, sinceγ1 andγ2 are saturated,
Γ \ (γ1 ⊔ γ2) is (I, J)-bipartite. Therefore,tlVV as in (63) with (64) inserted,
provides one of the terms on the right hand side of (62). Conversely, ev-
ery graphΓ with prescribed vertex degrees can be obtained by chosing a
partitionI ⊔J = V, taking the saturated subgraphsγi for I andγj for J, re-
spectively, and supplying the missing edges from the(I, J)-bipartite graph.
2

6.2. Renormalization prescriptions. We consider the divergent arrange-
mentC = Cdiv(Γ) only, with building setP minimal or maximal, that is
P = F(C) or C. Let N be a nested set which, together with an adapted
spanning treet and a marking of the corresponding basisB, provides for a
chartUB

N for YP .
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By Theorem 5.3 (ii) the subset of codimension 1 wherew̃s
Γ has only a sim-

ple pole ats = 1 is covered by those chartsUB
N whereN = {Aγ} with γ

any divergent (and irreducible ifP = F(C)) graph. From (59) one has

w̃s
Γ|dy| = f s

Γ



−
2δ0(y

iAγ

Aγ
)

dγ(s− 1)
+ |y

iAγ

Aγ
|
(dγ−1)−dγs
fin



 |dy|

In these charts, one performs one of the following subtractions in order to
get a renormalized, i. e. extended, distribution. In the first case, only the
pole is removed

(65) w̃s
Γ|dy| 7→ w̃s

Γ,R0
|dy| = f s

Γ|y
iAγ

Aγ
|
dγs−(dγ−1)
fin |dy|

One might call thislocal minimal subtraction. Other extensions differ from
this one by a distribution supported onEγ . Here is an example of another
renormalization prescription, producing a different extension:

For eachAγ ∈ N letAγ1, . . . , Aγk
∈ N be the maximal elements contained

in Aγ (where all graphs are assumed saturated). Choose aνAγ ∈ C∞(YP)
such thatνAγ |

y
iAγ
Aγ

=0
= 1 and νAγ depends only on the coordinatesyj

e,

e ∈ E(t) ∩ (E(γ) \ E(∪k
j=1γj)) in UN

B , and has compact support in the
associated linear coordinatesxj

e, e ∈ E(t) ∩ (E(γ) \ E(∪k
j=1γj)). TheνAγ

are calledrenormalization conditions. In practice, theνAγ will be chosen
as described at the end of section 3.4.

The second renormalization prescription is then

w̃s
Γ|dy| 7→ w̃s

Γ,Rν
|dy|

= w̃s
Γ − |y

iAγ

Aγ
|dγs−(dγ−1)[νAγ ]pAγ

δ0(y
iAγ

Aγ
)f s

Γ|dy|,(66)

which is calledsubtraction at fixed conditions. The notation[νA]pA
means

integration along the fiber of the projection

pA : (y0
e1
, . . . , yd−1

e|E(t)|
) 7→ (y0

e1
, . . . , ŷiA

A , . . . , y
d−1
e|E(t)|

)

defined in (31). Both prescriptions provide us local expressions holomor-
phic ats = 1 in all chartsUB

N whereN contains a single element. It remains
to define them in the other charts.

In the chartsUB
N , for a general nested setN , where

w̃s
Γ|dy| = f s

Γ

∏

A∈N

1

|yiA
A |dAs−(dA−1)

|dy|
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one applies the subtraction (65) in every factor (local minimal subtraction)

(67) w̃s
Γ,R0

|dy| = f s
Γ

∏

A∈N

|yiA
A |

(dA−1)−dAs
fin |dy|.

Similarly, by abuse of notation, in the same chart,

(68) w̃s
Γ,Rν

|dy| = w̃s
Γ

∏

A∈N

(
1 − . . . [νA]pA

δ0(y
iA
A )

)
|dy|

generalizing the subtraction at fixed conditions (66). A precise notation for
(68) – which disguises however the multiplicative nature ofthis operation –
is

w̃s
Γ,Rν

|dy| =
∑

{A1,...,Ak}⊆N

(−1)k
∏

A∈N

1

|yiA
A |dAs−(dA−1)

[
Πk

j=1νAj

]
pA1,...,Ak

×
k∏

j=1

δ0(y
iAj

Aj
)f s

Γ|dy|(69)

wherepA1,...,Ak
is the projection omitting the coordinatesy

iAj

Aj
, j = 1, . . . , k.

Corollary 3.1 shows that there are no infrared divergences when pushing
forward alongβ.

Note thatw̃s
Γ,R0

|s=1|dy| defines a density onYP , but this is not true for
generals :

Proposition 6.2. The local expressions̃ws
Γ,R0

|s=1|dy| given by (67) define a
density onYP . Thew̃s

Γ,Rν
given by (68,69) define a density-valued function

onYP , holomorphic in a neighborhood ofs = 1.

Proof. Note thatw̃s
Γ is by construction a density for alls. Local minimal

subtraction: The|yiA
A |−1

fin transform like|yiA
A |−1 under transition between

charts. Subtraction at fixed conditions: Each term in the sum(69) differs

from w̃s
Γ by a number of integrations in they

iAj

Aj
and a product of delta distri-

butions in the samey
iAj

Aj
. Under transition between charts, the contribution

to the Jacobian from the integrations cancels the one from the delta distri-
butions. It remains to show that̃ws

Γ,Rν
has no pole ats = 1 : Using that

νA|yiA
A

=0
= 1, we have in local coordinates

w̃s
Γ,Rν

=
∑

{A1,...,Ak}⊆N

(−1)k

k∏

j=1



−2δ0(y
iAj

Aj
)

dAj
(s− 1)

+ |y
iAj

Aj
|
dAj

−1−dAj
s

fin [νAj
]pAj

· δ0(y
iAj

Aj
)
) ∏

A∈N\{A1,...,Ak}

(
−2δ0(y

iA
A )

dA(s− 1)
+ |yiA

A |dA−1−dAs
fin

)
f s

Γ.
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Combining this to a binomial power finishes the proof. 2

Theorem 6.1. LetP = F(Cdiv) for all graphs. Then both assignments

Γ 7→ ũΓ,R0 = β∗w̃
s
Γ,R0

|s=1,

Γ 7→ ũΓ,Rν = β∗w̃
s
Γ,Rν

|s=1

(with consistent choice of theνA) satisfy the locality condition (64) for
graphs.

The proof is based on the following lemmata. All building sets P are
minimal. IfAγ ∈ P thenγ is always supposed saturated.

Lemma 6.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 6.1, letAγ ∈ P and
cc(γ) 6≤ cc(γ1 ⊔ γ2). Then

Eγ ⊆ β−1(MV0
sing(Γ \ (γ1 ⊔ γ2))).

Proof. If cc(γ) 6≤ cc(γ1⊔γ2), thenγ contains an edgee ∈ E(Γ\(γ1⊔γ2)).
ConsequentlyA⊥

γ =
⋂

e∈E(γ)A
⊥
e ⊆

⋃
e∈E(Γ\(γ1⊔γ2))

A⊥
e = MV0

sing(Γ \ (γ1 ⊔

γ2)). Sinceβ−1(A⊥
γ ) ⊇ Eγ, the result follows. 2

Under the assumptions of Proposition 6.1, let

G = {Aγ ∈ P : cc(γ) ≤ cc(γ1 ⊔ γ2)}.

Lemma 6.2. A subsetN ⊆ G is nested wrt. the minimal building set if and
only if N = N1 ⊔ N2, whereNi is a nested set wrt. the minimal building
set for the connected graphγi with vertex setVeff(γi).

Proof. Let P(G) = F(Cdiv(G)) for a graphG. First, sinceVeff(γ1) ∩
Veff(γ2) = ∅, every connected subgraphγ of γ1 ⊔ γ2 is either contained in
γ1 or in γ2. Let nowN ⊆ G be nested wrt.P(Γ). All irreducible graphs
are connected. We can therefore writeN = N1 ⊔ N2 where the elements
of Ni are contained inγi. Sinceγi is saturated, a subgraph ofγi is irre-
ducible as a subgraph ofγi if and only if it is as a subgraph ofΓ. Conse-
quently theNi areP(γi)-nested becauseP(γi) ⊆ P(Γ). Conversely, sup-
poseN1 = {Aγi

, i ∈ I} andN2 = {Aγj
, j ∈ J} are given. Let some

γi1, . . . , γil ⊆ γ1 andγj1 , . . . , γjm ⊆ γ2 be pairwise noncomparable. Then
the sum

∑l
k=1Aγik

+
∑m

n=1Aγjn
is in fact a decomposition into two terms

and therefore not contained inP(Γ), unless one of the two terms is zero.
But in this case, the other term is a nontrivial decomposition itself, for it is
not contained inP(γi). Therefore it is not contained inP(Γ), andN1 ⊔N2

is nested wrt.P(Γ). 2

Proof of Theorem 6.1.Let Γ, γ1, γ2 as in Proposition 6.1. Letφ ∈ D(MV0)
such thatsuppφ ∩MV0

sing(Γ \ (γ1 ⊔ γ2)) = ∅. In a first step, we study the
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compact setX = suppψ whereψ = β∗φ. By Lemma 6.1,X does not
intersect anyEγ whereγ ∈ P \ G. Therefore

X ∩ jBN (UB
N ) ⊆ jBN∩G(U

B
N∩G)

(where at the right hand side the marking ofB is restricted toN ∩ G). In
order to test (64), it suffices thus to consider theUB

N whereN ∈ G. Fix
now such anN ∈ G. In a second step, assume for simplicity thatVeff(γ1) =
{1, . . . , i}, Veff(γ2) = {i + 1, . . . , i + j} and writeVr = n − (i + j) + 1
(By the remark in the proof of Proposition 6.1 we really only need the case
whereVr = 1). Now consider the mapβ1,2 : YP(γ1) ×YP(γ2) ×MVr → MV0

which is the cartesian product of two wonderful models (withtwo minimal
building sets) for the graphsγ1 andγ2, and a factor corresponding to the
remaining edges of an adapted spanning tree forΓ where a spanning tree
for γ1 andγ2 have been removed. The map is the identity on this third fac-
tor. If UBi

Ni
is a chart forYP(γi), thenUB1

N1
× UB2

N2
×MVr is a chart for the

product. As the nested setsN1 andN2 and the markingB1 andB2 of the
basis vary, one obtains an atlas forYP(γ1) × YP(γ2) × MVr . Similarly, let
qB1,B2

N1,N2
= qB1

N1
⊗ qB2

N2
⊗ id be a subordinate partition of unity with compact

support for the compact setX ′ = supp β∗
1,2φ in YP(γ1) × YP(γ2) ×MVr .

In a third step, we use Lemma 6.2 to identifyP(Γ)-nested setsN ⊆ G with
N1 ⊔ N2, and to show that there is a partition of unitypBN for X ⊂ YP
subordinate to the atlasUB

N , which looks locally likeqB1,B2

N1,N2
. SinceUB

N =

UB1
N1

×UB2
N2

×MVr \∪A∈P\GZA, (see section 4.5), withjBN = jB1
N1

× jB2
N2

× id,

the qB1,B2

N1,N2
provide indeed such a partition of unitypBN with compact sup-

port, because a small enough neighborhood ofX does not intersect anyZA,
A 6∈ G.
Finally in a chartUB

N , identified withUB1
N1

× UB2
N2

× MVr , by definition
(67,68), the renormalized distributions satisfy

w̃Γ,R(y)|dy| = w̃γ1,Rw̃γ2,Rw̃Γ\(γ1⊔γ2)(y)|dy|

where on the right hand side pullbacks alongβ1,2 are understood. Let
ψ1,2 = β∗

1,2φ. Since alsoβ = β1,2 in this chart, we haveψ = ψ1,2 in lo-
cal coordinates. This finishes the proof. 2

Remarks. Local minimal subtraction is easily defined, but depends onthe
choice of regularization in a crucial way. The subtraction at fixed conditions
is independent of the regularization and therefore the method of choice for
the renormalization of amplitudes and non-perturbative computations.
If one extends the requirement (64) to general decompositionsAΓ = Aγ1 ⊕
Aγ2 into connected saturated subgraphs (the proof of Theorem 6.1 is easily
adapted to this), then it is obvious that the minimal model(P = F(Cdiv(Γ)))
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provides exactly the right framework for renormalization.On the other
hand, on the maximal model(P = Cdiv(Γ)), for which Lemma 6.2 usu-
ally fails to hold, unnecessary subtractions are required if there are disjoint
or, more generally, reducible divergent subgraphs. Locality must then be
imposed by additional conditions. It can be shown that localrenormaliza-
tion schemes such as local minimal subtraction can also be applied on the
maximal (and all intermediate) models, as will be reported elsewhere.

6.3. Hopf algebras of Feynman graphs.In this section we relate our pre-
vious results to the Hopf algebras introduced for renormalization by Connes
and Kreimer [19,34], and generalized in [12]. This is not entirely straight-
forward, see also the remarks at the end of this section. Isolating suitable
polynomials in masses and space-time derivatives, position space Green
functions can be chosen to have a perturbative expansion in terms of log-
arithmic divergent coefficients. Thus, in summary, as long as worse than
logarithmic divergences are avoided, the Hopf algebras forrenormalization
in momentum space [12] and position space are the same.

Only the divergent collectionCdiv(Γ) and the minimal building setP =
F(Cdiv(Γ)) is considered at this stage, andirreducible andnestedrefer to
this setting.

Definition 6.1. Two Feynman graphsΓ1,Γ2 are isomorphicif there is an
isomorphism between their exact sequences (15) for a suitable orientation
of edges.

Lemma 6.3. Let γ ( Γ be divergent graphs whereΓ is connected and
at most logarithmic. Lett be an adapted spanning tree for the nested set
N = {Γ, γ}. Then the isomorphism class ofΓ//N is independent oft and
Γ//N connected, divergent and at most logarithmic.

In this case we writeΓ//γ for the isomorphism class ofΓ//N .

Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.1 (ii),(iii) and the definition of the quotient
graph usingpt,s. 2

Let HFG be the polynomial algebra overQ generated by the empty graph
(which serves as unit) and isomorphism classes of connected, at most loga-
rithmic, divergent graphs. There is no need to restrict to graphs of a specific
interaction, but this can obviously be done by introducing external (half-)
edges and fixing the degree of the vertices. All subgraphs arenow un-
derstood to have vertex setVeff . Products of linear generators ofHFG are
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identified with disjoint unions of graphs. One defines

(70) ∆(Γ) =
∑

γ⊆Γ

γ ⊗ Γ//γ

where in the sum only divergent subgraphsγ are understood, including the
empty graph. The quotient graphΓ//γ is well-defined and a generator of
HFG by Lemma 6.3. One extends∆ as an algebra homomorphism onto all
of HFG.

By the analysis of [12, Section 2.2], the map∆ : HFG → HFG ⊗ HFG

is coassociative. Note that divergent and at most logarithmic implies one-
particle-irreducible (core) as in [12]:

Definition 6.2. A graphΓ is called core (one-particle irreducible)if dim
H1(Γ \ e) < dimH1(Γ) for anye ∈ E(Γ).

Proposition 6.3. A divergent, at most logarithmic graphΓ is core.

Proof. If dimH1(Γ \ e) = dimH1(Γ) for somee ∈ E(Γ) thenΓ \ e
would be worse than logarithmically divergent. 2

One can divideHFG by the idealI generated by all polynomialsγ −
∏
γj

whereAγ = Aγ1⊕. . .⊕Aγj
is an irreducible decomposition, as in [12, Equa-

tion (2.5)]. Indeed, ifγ is connected andAγ = Aγ1 ⊕Aγ2 a decomposition
thenγ is a join: E(γ) = E(γ1) ⊔ E(γ2) andVeff(γ1) ∩ Veff(γ2) = {v}.
We refer then to [12, Equation (2.5)] for the complete argument thatI is
a coideal. The quotient Hopf algebra is denotedHFG = HFG/I, and we
will use only this Hopf algebra in the following. It corresponds to the min-
imal building set. The antipode is denotedS and the convolution product
of linear endomorphismsf ⋆ g = m(f ⊗ g)∆. Note that a connected di-
vergent graphΓ is primitive in the sense of Definition 3.4 if and only if
∆(Γ) = ∅ ⊗ Γ + Γ ⊗ ∅.

Theorem 6.2. If Γ is irreducible,

S(Γ) =
∑

AΓ∈N

(−1)|N |
∏

Aγ∈N

γ//N ,

where the sum is over nested setsN wrt. F(Cdiv(Γ)).

Proof. Since the antipode satisfiesS(∅) = ∅ and

S(Γ) = −
∑

γ(Γ

S(γ)Γ//γ,

for Γ irreducible,γ divergent, one hasS(Γ) = −Γ if Γ is primitive. Let
nowΓ be general irreducible. The sum over nested setsN wrt. F(Cdiv(Γ))
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containingAΓ can be written as a sum over proper divergent subgraphsγ of
Γ and nested setsN ′ wrt.F(Cdiv(γ)) containing the irreducible components
of Aγ such thatN = N ′ ∪ {AΓ}. By Lemma 6.3,Γ//γ = Γ//N , and the
statement follows by induction. 2

By Theorem 5.3 (ii)-(iii), the antipodeS describes thus the stratification of
the divisorE of YP . A similar (but weighted) sum is given byS ⋆ Y where
Y is the algebra homomorphismY : HFG → HFG, Y (Γ) = dimH1(Γ)Γ,
see for example [20]. This provides the link between the scattering formula
of [20] and Theorem 5.3 (iii), and we refer to future work for the details.

In the case of dimensional regularization and minimal subtraction, one con-
siders algebra homomorphisms fromHFG into an algebra of Laurent series
in the regulator, and a projector onto the finite part of the series, in order
to describe the renormalization process [19,20,34]. In ourframework, the
Hopf algebra is encoded in the geometry of the divisor. The renormal-
ization process is simply to approach the divisor and perform the simple
subtraction along the irreducible components, and to take the product of the
subtracted factors where the components intersect. Therefore the renormal-
ization schemes studied here (67)-(69) can again be described by the an-
tipode twisted with a subtraction operator. The latter depends however on
local information as opposed to global minimal subtraction. A comprehen-
sive discussion of the difference between local renormalization schemes as
described here and (global) minimal subtraction is reserved for future work.

Remarks.The role of the Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebras in Epstein-Glaser
renormalization was previously discussed in [27], [41] and[7]. The third
paper, which is about entire amplitudes and uses rooted trees, relies on a
quite symbolic notation which is now justified by the resultsof the previous
sections. A general flaw in the first paper [27] is revealed in the introduc-
tion of [41]. On the other hand the coproduct in the second paper [41]
does not seem to be coassociative the way it is defined. As a counterexam-
ple consider the cycle on four vertices plus two additional edges between a
pair of vertices. This can be repaired by introducing irreducible, core or at
most logarithmic and saturated subgraphs as it is done here.See [12, Sec-
tion 2.2] for a general discussion for which classesP of graphs the map
∆(Γ) =

∑
γ⊆Γ
γ∈P

γ ⊗ Γ//γ has a chance of being coassociative.

6.4. Amplitudes, non-logarithmic divergences and regulators.In this
section we briefly sketch how to extend our previous results,which are so
far confined to single graphs with at most logarithmic divergences, to a more
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general class of graphs. Indeed, if one considers amplitudes, or vacuum ex-
pectation values of time-ordered products in the Epstein-Glaser framework,
one wants to regularize and renormalize sums of Feynman distributions si-
multaneously, and some of them will obviously have worse than logarithmic
singularities.

For an introductory discussion of non-logarithmic divergences the reader
is referred to [12, Section 7.4], [18, Section 5]. The general philosophy is
to reduce seemingly non-logarithmic (quadratic etc.) divergences to loga-
rithmic ones by isolating contributions to different termsin the Lagrangian
(such as wave function renormalization, mass renormalization); and by
projecting onto a subspace of distribution-valued meromorphic functions
where local terms with infrared divergences are discarded.This shall only
be sketched at the example of the primitive graph

Γ = , uΓ(x)|d6x| =
|d6x|

x8

in d = 6 dimensions, which is quadratically divergent. By (33),us
Γ has

relevant poles3 at s = 3
4

ands = 1. Indeed, by (33),
(71)

w̃s
Γ|dy| =

f s
Γ(y)|dy|

|y0|8s−5
= −

(
δ0(y

0)

4s− 3
+

δ′′0(y
0)

8(s− 1)
− |y0|5−8s

fin

)
f s

Γ(y)|dy|.

Note that neither the residue ats = 3
4

nor |y0|5−8s
fin f s

Γ is globally defined
as a distribution density. One would like to work in a space ofdistribu-
tions wherewΓ is equivalent to a linear combination of distribution densi-
ties with at most logarithmic singularities, having only a pole ats = 1. If
one disposes of an infrared regulation such that the so-called adiabatic limit
vanishes

(72) us
Γ[1] = 0

3Just as in dimensional regularization, the (linear) divergence ats = 7/8 is not detected
by the regulator.
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one can subtractus
Γ[1]δ0 from (71) without changing it:

w̃s
Γ|dy| = ws

Γ − δ0(y
0)

∫

E

w̃s
Γ(z)|dz|

= −

(
δ0(y

0)

4s − 3
+

δ′′0(y
0)

8(s− 1)
− |y0|5−8s

fin

)
f s

Γ(y)|dy|

−δ0(y
0)

(
−

1

4s− 3
+ holomorphic terms

)
,

which kills the pole ats = 3
4

and leaves a linear ultraviolet divergence. Us-
ing similar subtractions of zero the linear divergence may then be reduced
to logarithmic ones and convergent terms, again at the expense of introduc-
ing infrared divergent integrals which vanish however in a quotient space
whereus

Γ[1] = 0 for all Γ. We have not worked out the general case, but di-
mensional regularization suggests that it can be done consistently. Indeed,
the idea (72) can be traced back to the ”identity”

(73)
∫
ddkk2α = 0, α arbitrary

in momentum space dimensional regularization, see also [18, Sections 4.2,
4.3], [12, Remark 7.6]. Equation (73) is a consequence of thefact that di-
mensional regularization balances ultraviolet and infrared divergences, us-
ing only one regulatord.

A complete treatment of non-logarithmicsingularities andentire amplitudes
is reserved for future work, as well as a more general study ofregularization
methods, such as dimensional regularization, in position space. Whereas
the analytic regularization used in this paper is based on raising the prop-
agator to a complex power, dimensional regularization would replaced by
d − 2s, s ∈ C in (1). This can be seen to lead to very similar expressions,
simplifying the constants in (43), (56) etc.

7. FINAL REMARKS

Pulling back the Feynman distribution onto a smooth model with normal
crossing divisor seems an obvious thing to do for an algebraic geometer.
Less obvious is maybe the question which kind of smooth modelis use-
ful and how renormalization depends on the choice of a model.Before
addressing this question let us first point out what changes if spherical in-
stead of projective blowups are used (as in [2] and in the figures in section
4) – this choice is possible since we are only interested in blowing up a
real locus. In a spherical blowup of a point in someRm, the exceptional
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locus is a codimension one sphere instead of a codimension one projec-
tive space. In order to adjust to this different situation, one simply intro-
duces for example around equation (26) twice the number of charts, say
ρ±i : U±

i → M × Sm−1, where nowU±
i ⊂ Ui is the half-spaceyi ≥ 0

resp.yi ≤ 0, and replaces[z1, . . . , zn] by [z1, . . . , zn]+ which means that
only an action ofR+ is divided out. (In fact, the choice of sign made in
(26) is exactly the one obtained from identifying two antipodal charts of the
spherical blowup in the right way so as to haveE oriented.) This makes the
spherical blowupY a manifold with boundary.

As is well-known, the spherical De Concini-Procesi models,and in partic-
ular the spherical Fulton-MacPherson compactification [2], are manifolds
with corners since they are submanifolds of a product of manifolds with
boundary (compare (44)). Equations (44), (48) etc. have to be modified
accordingly. The corners are the expense to be paid in order to get ori-
entability, and one does not seem to gain or lose much by trading one for
the other. For the simple kind of propagatoru0 studied in this paper the
analysis is more or less the same, taking into account that since the sphere
is the double cover of the projective space, the spherical residues come with
a factor 2 compared to the projective residues.

It is obvious that the Fulton-MacPherson compactificationM [n] (minimal
De Concini-Procesi model forMV0

sing(Kn)) is good for all Feynman distribu-
tions at the same time, and therefore for entire amplitudes,which are sums
of Feynman distributions. The combinatorics of the nested sets forM [n]
resemble the Hopf algebra of rooted trees [34,35]. We chose to work with
the graph-specific models because we wanted to make the connection to the
Hopf algebra of Feynman graphs and to Zimmermann’s forest formula ex-
plicit. One difference in renormalizing a Feynman graphΓ onM [n] and on
the other hand onYF(Cdiv(Γ)) is that in the first case (64) really holds only
for disjoint unions of subgraphsγ1, γ2, whereas in the second case an im-
plicit renormalization condition ”(64) also for more general decompositions
(joins)Veff(γ1) ∩ Veff(γ2) = {v}” is introduced. See also the corresponding
remark (v) in [12, 1.3]. If one does not like this condition, one can use in-
stead a non-minimal, intermediate building set where certain reducibilities
are allowed.

In the recent paper [12], which studies the Schwinger parametric represen-
tation of Feynman integrals, a toric compactification of thecomplement of
certain coordinate linear spaces is used in order to understand the renormal-
ized Feynman distribution as a period of a limiting mixed Hodge structure.
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We also mention [13,38] for recent related research in the parametric repre-
sentation, [28] with regard to the operator-product expansion, and [40] for
cohomological aspects.

Beyond the open problems already mentioned there arise three immediate
questions. The first is to find the right analytic framework inorder to gener-
alize our results to arbitrary propagators on manifolds, with a more versatile
notion of regularization than the ad-hoc analytic regularization used here.
The second question is how the motivic description of renormalization in
[12] is related to our approach. And finally it remains to carry out a gen-
eral study of finite renormalization and the renormalization group in the
geometric context we have introduced.
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